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1 Introduction

The vast literature on tax and transfer policies rests on the assumption that workers can

freely choose jobs that suit their preferences (e.g. Mirrlees 1971). In this paper, we present

quasi-experimental evidence that challenges this assumption. We show that the effect of

taxes on labor supply is determined by two factors that limit workers’ ability to make optimal

choices: adjustment costs and hours constraints imposed by firms. Because of these factors,

distortions in the jobs offered by firms shape the effects of tax policies on equilibrium labor

supply. We show that these forces attenuate conventional micro-econometric estimates of labor

supply elasticities, and develop techniques for recovering long-run elasticities from observed

behavioral responses.

To motivate our empirical analysis, we develop a stylized model of labor supply and tax-

ation with search costs and endogenous hours constraints. We consider a model where firms

have constant-returns-to-scale Leontief production technologies and therefore have all of their

employees work the same number of hours to exploit complementarities in production. Firms

post hours offers, generating a distribution of wage-hours packages in the economy. Individuals

draw job offers from the hours distribution for their wage level. If an individual is unsatisfied

with the job she draws, she can search for a better match by paying a search cost. Because of

search costs, individuals are distributed around their optimal level of hours. In equilibrium,

the aggregate distribution of jobs offered by firms is determined by workers’ preferences. This

endogenous determination of wage-hours packages is the key innovation in this model relative

to existing models in which firms’ technologies fully determine the distribution of wage-hours

packages (Rosen 1976, Blundell, Brewer, and Francesconi 2008).

The model generates three testable predictions about the relationship between taxes and

labor supply. First, the observed elasticity of labor supply increases with the size of the tax

variation from which the estimate is identified.1 Intuitively, large tax changes prompt more

individuals to respond, leading to a larger observed elasticity that more closely approximates

the long-run effect of taxes. Analogously, the model predicts that individuals are more

1This prediction refers to tax changes starting from an economy that is initially in steady state. If the local
elasticity varies with the tax rate, the testable prediction is that the observed response to one large tax change
starting from steady state will exceed the sum of the observed response to two or more smaller tax changes
(each starting from steady state) that add up to the total size of the large tax change.
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responsive to larger kinks in the tax system, and the elasticities estimated from bunching

at kink points therefore increase with the size of the kink. Second, the observed elasticity

increases with the size of the group of workers affected by a tax change. Changes in taxes

induce changes in labor supply not just by making individuals accept different job offers, but

also by changing the distribution of hours offered by firms in equilibrium. Because changes

in taxes that affect a larger group of individuals induce larger changes in hours constraints,

they produce larger observed elasticities. Furthermore, a tax reform can affect even the labor

supply of workers whose personal tax incentives are unchanged by distorting their coworkers’

incentives and inducing changes in hours constraints. Finally, the model predicts a correlation

between firm responses and individual responses to taxes. If firms cater to workers’ tax

preferences when offering jobs, then one should observe larger distortions in the equilibrium

distribution of job offers in sectors where workers themselves exhibit larger tax elasticities.

We test these three predictions using an administrative matched employer-employee panel

of the population in Denmark between 1994 and 2001. This dataset combines information

on tax records, demographic characteristics, education, and employment characteristics such

as occupation, tenure, and experience. There are two sources of tax variation in the data:

tax reforms across years, which produce variation in marginal net-of-tax wage rates of less

than 7%, and changes in tax rates across tax brackets within a year, which generate much

larger variation in net wages, sometimes up to 30%. We focus primarily on the cross-bracket

variation in taxes rates because it is larger and applies to the entire population, permitting

coordinated responses. In particular, we estimate observed elasticities by studying the amount

of bunching in earnings generated by kinks in the budget set, as in Saez (2009).

We first document that the degree of bunching at kink points varies substantially with the

size of the kink, consistent with the first prediction of the model. We document substantial

and visually evident excess mass near kink points at which the net-of-tax wage falls by more

than 25%. We find modest excess mass at kinks where the net-of-tax wage falls by 10%, and

no excess mass at kinks that generate variation in net-of-tax wages smaller than 10%. We

find no changes in earnings around tax reforms that change net-of-tax wages by less than 10%

across a wide range of initial tax rates. This finding shows that the increasing behavioral

responses we detect are driven by adjustment costs rather than an elasticity of labor supply

that varies with the tax rate. The observed elasticities at the largest kinks are nearly three
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times those observed at smaller kinks and implied by small tax reforms.

To test the second prediction, we exploit heterogeneity in the location of top tax bracket

cutoffs across workers. Approximately 60% of wage earners have few deductions and little

non-wage income, and therefore reach the top tax bracket when their wage earnings equal

the top tax cutoff for taxable income. Workers with significant deductions or non-wage

income, however, reach the top tax cutoff at different levels of wage earnings and thus have less

common tax incentives. We first demonstrate that the mode of occupation-level wage earnings

distributions has an excess propensity to be located near the top tax bracket cutoff, catering

to modal worker preferences.2 Importantly, even workers who have significant deductions or

non-wage income, and therefore have no incentive to locate their wage earnings at the top tax

cutoff, disproportionately gather at the top tax cutoff. This phenomenon, which we term “firm

bunching,” constitutes direct evidence that firms tailor wage-hours packages to match common

tax preferences among workers. Next, we show that workers bunch less in occupations whose

modal earnings level is far from the top tax cutoff, since these workers must actively search

for an uncommon job to reach the kink. Finally, we find that firms synchronize wage earnings

growth for workers near the kink with movement in the kink over time. Together, these

results show that technological constraints that force workers to coordinate on similar hours

and salaries have substantial impacts on behavioral responses to taxation.

Although firm bunching is an important source of behavioral responses to the tax system,

some of the bunching we observe at kinks is driven by individual workers searching for jobs

that place them near the top tax kink. To isolate and measure such “individual bunching,”

we exploit a cap on tax-deductible pension contributions, which is on average DKr 33,000 in

the years we study. Approximately 1.5% of workers make pension contributions up to this

amount and therefore cross into the highest income tax bracket when they earn DKr 33,000

more than the legislated top tax cutoff that applies for the 60% of the population that makes

no pension contributions. We document that this pension-driven kink induces excess mass in

the distribution of wage earnings at DKr 33,000 above the top tax cutoff. This excess mass is

driven solely by individual responsess since there is no bunching at the pension-driven kink for

workers who have small deductions. Hence, firms do not appear to cater to the preferences of

2We focus on wage earnings distributions at the occupation level because most workers’ wages are set through
collective bargains at the occupation level in Denmark.
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this small group of workers. Instead, these workers must actively search for jobs that place

them at the top tax kink given their pension contribution levels.

We test the third prediction by estimating the correlation between individual and firm

bunching across occupations and demographic groups. We find that groups in which workers

exhibit more individual bunching at the pension-driven kink are also those where firms are

more likely to bunch workers at the legislated kinkpoint Although these results cannot

be interpreted as causal effects because we do not have exogenous variation in the degree

of individual bunching, they are consistent with the model’s prediction that firms cater to

workers’ tax preferences in equilibrium. Consistent with the importance of firm responses,

we find that some of the heterogeneity in observed elasticities across demographic groups is

driven by occupational choice. For instance, reweighting men’s occupations to match those

of women’s eliminates 70% of the gap in observed elasticities between men and women. We

also find that self-employed individuals, who presumably have very low adjustment costs and

are not subject to hours constraints imposed by firms, are an order of magnitude more likely

to locate at kinks than wage earners.

Drawing upon these empirical findings, we show that reduced-form estimated elasticities

in these data understate the long-run elasticity parameter by an order of magnitude. In

our model, the structural elasticity is non-parametrically identified only as the size of the

tax change grows arbitrarily large and the fraction of the population affected by the change

goes to zero. Intuitively, the large size of such a tax change implies that all those affected

respond, and so adjustment costs no longer matter; the small scope of such a tax change

removes the interaction of individual choice with job offers from firms. Unfortunately, this

identification-at-infinity approach cannot be implemented in practice because we must rely on

finite tax changes. Instead, we show in a calibration of our model that an upper bound on

the adjustment cost of 20% of consumption implies a lower bound of 0.28 on the structural

elasticity. Intuitively, the observed elasticities must be attenuated at least to some degree due

to the upward-sloping relationship observed in the data between the estimated elasticity and

size of the underlying tax change. Quantitatively, we find that the size of adjustment costs

required to attenuate smaller elasticities would be unreasonably high due to the relatively

large utility losses from suboptimal labor supply choice. Therefore only larger elasticities are

consistent both with reasonable adjustment costs and the patterns in our data.
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Beyond demonstrating how adjustment costs and firm responses mediate the relationship

between taxes and labor supply, the findings in this paper offer two broader lessons. First,

they help reconcile the substantial difference between the labor supply elasticities estimated in

existing microeconometric studies and macroeconomic studies. Micro studies generally find

elasticities below 0.1 on the intensive-margin for all individuals excluding top income earners

(Chetty 2009a). But macroeconomic studies find intensive-margin labor supply elasticities

above 0.5 (e.g. Prescott 2004, Davis and Henrekson 2005, Rogerson and Wallenius 2008,

Ohanian et al. 2008). The large, economy-wide, long-run variation exploited in macro studies

may be more likely to overcome adjustment costs and induce changes in firm behavior in

equilibrium, potentially explaining why they obtain larger elasticity estimates. Second, at

a broader methodological level, the results call into question the modern paradigm of using

small quasi-experiments that apply to narrow subgroups to learn about the effects of economic

policies and shocks on behavior. In settings with rigid institutional structures and frictions

in adjustment, the long-run effects of policies implemented at an economy-wide level are likely

to be very different from the effects of quasi-experiments. Our analysis shows that long-

run effects can be approximated by using very large, broad policy variation for identification

coupled with a structural model.

Our study also builds on and contributes to three other strands of the literature. First, the

literature on non-linear budget sets (e.g., Hausman 1981, Moffitt 1990, Saez 2002) generally

finds no evidence of bunching. As noted by Blundell and MaCurdy (1999), “...for the vast

majority of data sources currently used in the literature, only a trivial number of individuals,

if indeed any at all, report [earnings] at interior kink points.” The kinks examined in previous

studies are generally much smaller — both in the change in tax rates at the kink and the size of

the group of individuals affected — than the largest kinks studied here. Our calibration analysis

shows that one can explain behavior both at and away from kinks by incorporating adjustment

costs and hours constraints into a non-linear budget set model. Second, our empirical analysis

relates to recent work on taxable income elasticities vs. labor supply elasticities. Feldstein

(1995) shows that taxable income elasticities are a sufficient statistic for tax policy analysis,

but more recent studies have argued that it is important to distinguish income shifting from

“real” changes in earnings choices (Moffitt and Wilhelm 2000, Goolsbee 2000, Chetty 2009b).

Because our dataset has several measures of compensation, including taxable income, non-
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taxable compensation, and wage earnings, we are able to distinguish between income shifting

and “real” labor supply responses more precisely than earlier work. In particular, we show that

the excess mass observed at large kinks is driven by wage earnings and is not due to shifting

into untaxed forms of income such as pension contributions. Finally, our findings provide

evidence in support of a theoretical literature which has argued that the effects of government

policies may operate primarily through coordinated changes in social norms or institutions

rather than individual behavior (e.g. Lindbeck 1995, Alesina, Glaeser and Sacerdote 2005).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up a stylized model of adjustment

costs and labor supply and derive testable predictions. Section 3 describes the Danish data

and provides some institutional background. Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section

5 presents a calibration of our model to produce an estimate of the of underlying elasticity

parameter implies by the data, and section 6 concludes.

2 Labor Supply and Taxes in a Model with Frictions

We motivate our empirical analysis using a stylized model of labor supply with search costs

and endogenous hours constraints. We show how observed labor supply elasticities vary with

the size and scope of the tax changes used for identification. In our empirical analysis, we

exploit variation in taxes across brackets by examining bunching at kinks and variation in

tax rates from legislated tax reforms. We therefore consider both sources of variation in the

model.

2.1 Setup

Consider a model in which workers live for two periods, after which they are replaced by a

new (non-overlapping) generation.3 Individuals, indexed by i, have quasi-linear flow utility

ui (ci, hi) = ci − α
− 1

ε

i

h
1+ 1

ε

i

1 + 1
ε

(1)

3Though this model is essentially static, we believe that our results would hold in a life-cycle model with
dynamic concerns.
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over a numeraire consumption good ci and hours of work hi.
4 This quasi-linear utility function

is analytically convenient because it eliminates income effects and intertemporal substitution.

We abstract from income effects because we focus primarily on local variation in tax rates at

kink points in our empirical analysis, which generates negligible income effects. The parameter

αi captures heterogeneity in disutilities of labor supply. Let φi denote the “adjustment cost”

for each worker, a parameter whose importance will become clear below. Disutility αi and

adjustment cost φi is drawn from a smooth distribution F (·, ·) with full support on a compact

subset of the non-negative real numbers. Workers all have the same marginal product. Let

wi denote the wage rate paid to worker i, determined by firms in equilibrium.

Workers face a progressive two-bracket income tax system. To characterize tax reforms

that affect subgroups of workers, we assume that there are two types of tax systems, s =

{1, 2}. A fraction ζ of workers face tax system 1 and the remainder (1− ζ) face tax system

2. Individual of type s = 1 face a tax system with two brackets; the tax rate in the lower

bracket is τ1 and the tax rate in the upper bracket is τ2 > τ1, and these workers begin to pay

the higher tax rate when their earnings exceed K, a kink point. However, those of type s = 2

pay the lower rate τ1 on all of their income. An individual i in tax group s has consumption

ci (hi|s = 1) = (1− τ1)min (whi,K) + (1− τ2)max (whi −K, 0)

ci (hi|s = 2) = (1− τ1)whi.

We omit unearned income because the quasi-linear functional form (1) implies no income

effects in labor supply. Denote a worker’s optimal hours choice by h∗ (α, s).

Firms of fixed size N employ workers to produce goods sold for price p. Firms have a

constant returns to scale Leontief production function in terms of the hours worked by workers

at the firm. Firm profits are

πj = pN min
i∈j

{hi} − wj

∑

i∈j

hi

where i ∈ j denotes that worker i works at firm j. Given this technology, a firm offers a single

4This utility specification implies a constant wage elasticity of labor supply. We extend our analysis to
utility functions that generate non-constant elasticities below.
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level of hours hi = hj for all of its workers. For instance, factory production requires that all

workers work for the same shift length, effectively generating hours constraints. Firms thus

offer workers a contract specifying hj and wj.

We model labor market frictions using the following job search process. First, firms post

a wage-hours package. Let the distribution of hours offered be denoted by G (h). Workers

then search for jobs and draw one randomly from the distribution of jobs offered by firms.5

Each worker i may then pay to search narrowly for a better job. In this case, she will draw a

job offering her optimal hours with probability q , or a random job from a diffuse distribution

G′ (h′|h∗) centered around the optimal job with probability 1 − q. This probability q is

endogenous; the cost of choosing q is φic (q) for some function c (·) ≥ 0 where c′ (·) > 0.6 Thus,

workers paying to find a new job may optimize the precision of their search. We normalize the

c (q = 1) = 1, so that the parameter φi may be interpreted as the cost of choosing one’s optimal

job perfectly. We also assume that workers can costlessly switch between firms required a

given hours amount h, and so each such “slice” of the labor market is competitive. If the tax

system does not change in between periods, then of course there is no need for reoptimization.

But if there is a reform, then firm may costlessly change the hours-wage package, after which

each worker may once again opt to pay φic (q) to find a firm offering her optimal labor supply.

In equilibrium, workers maximize utility given search costs and wages, firms maximize

profits by choosing the size of the workforce l, and markets clear, so that the number of jobs

supplied with a given hours level h equals the number of workers supplying that level h at

wage w. Since firms maximize profits in a competitive “slice,” we know that wj = p for all i,

since workers must be paid their marginal products. At every level of hours h, the fraction of

workers who demand that job after drawing and endogenously opting in or out of costly search

must equal the fraction of jobs offered at that hours level h to begin with. In other words,

equilibrium involves a distribution of job offers G (h) that is a fixed point of the functional

that is the job-search process.

We define two horizons over which tax policies affect the economy. The “short run” refers

5Since we are already looking only at the slice of the labor market where workers have productivity w, this
assumption is not particularly extreme. Nevertheless, a somewhat directed initial search does not alter the
main results below so long as the follow-up search is more precise.

6Note that we place no restriction on c (0) ≥ 0, so that workers may pay a fixed cost to begin to search at
all.
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to the effects of tax changes within a generation of workers. This horizon holds the set of

workers in the economy constant, but allows workers to search for a new job if they so choose,

and also allows firms to reoptimize their hours constraints. In the “long run,” old workers

die and are replaced by a new generation that optimizes with respect to the tax system in

place when they are born. Because these new workers are not bound by the choices of their

predecessors, tax policies may have different effects in the short run and long run.

This general equilibrium model with search costs is analytically intractable. To illustrate

the key predictions and intuitions of the model, we first focus on two special cases that we can

analyze analytically. First, we characterize the impact of taxes on worker behavior in partial

equilibrium, holding the distribution of firm offers fixed. We then consider the impact of firm

optimization in general equilibrium when the distribution of adjustment costs for workers is

degenerate: φi ∈ {0,∞}. Finally, we present numerical simulations showing that the results

proved in the special cases hold under plausible parametrizations of the general model.

2.2 Benchmark: Effects of Taxes without Frictions

We begin by reviewing the effects of taxes on labor supply in the standard model used in the

income tax literature, where there are no frictions. When φi = 0 for all workers, each worker

may freely choose to search for a job with q = 1, and so labor supply is determined purely by

worker choice, with hi = h∗i (αi; s) for all workers.

The literature focuses on identifying the structural parameter ε because it fully determines

the effects of changes in taxes and wages on labor supply in the frictionless model. To see this,

consider the effects of an unanticipated increase in τ1 between periods 1 and 2 of a generation

that affects only workers facing the tax schedule s = 1. To focus purely on the effects of the

change in marginal rates, we focus on the special case of our model where K →∞, and thus

the tax system contains only one bracket with rate τ1. Workers with s = 1 reduce their hours

h such that
d log h

d log(1− τ1)
= ε. (2)

Those with s = 2 , who are unaffected by the reform, do not change hours of work.7 Hence,

7For example, workers of type s = 1 could be married and workers of type s = 2 single taxpayers. In this
example, the tax reform we are considering consists of an increase in the marginal tax rate faced by married
taxpayers (the introduction of a "marriage penalty").
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in this frictionless model, the observed elasticity of hours with respect to the net-of-tax rate

(1−τ1) for those affected by the tax reform coincides with the structural parameter of interest.

We shall therefore refer to ε as the “structural” elasticity. Note that estimate ε depends on

neither the size of the reform nor the fraction ζ of workers affected by it.

The elasticity ε is most commonly estimated using variation in tax rates from tax reforms

(see Blundell and MaCurdy 1999, Saez et al. 2009). However, ε can also be identified from

cross-sectional variation using the amount of bunching observed at the kink, as shown by Saez

(2009). Denote the fraction of individuals who locate at the kink by setting hi =
K
w

by

B
(
ε, ln

(
1−τ1
1−τ2

))
. Under the assumption that the distribution of earnings is locally log-linear,

Saez (2009) shows that

ε ≃
B

ln
(
1−τ1
1−τ2

) . (3)

This equation shows that in a frictionless model, one can identify the elasticity of labor sup-

ply in the cross section without any restrictions on the distribution of heterogeneity αi by

measuring the excess mass at kinks in the tax system.

An important property of equations (2) and (3) is that the observed elasticity does not

depend upon the size of the tax change, nor upon the number of workers ζ affected by the

tax change. Irrespective of the size and scope variation that is used, the observed elasticity

always coincides with the structural elasticity in the standard frictionless model.

2.3 Special Case 1: Fixed Firm Offer Distribution

To characterize behavior in the presence of frictions, we first analyze the choice of workers who

are initially matched to a firm offering hours h0. With the non-linear budget set created by

the tax system, a worker’s optimal hours choice is

h∗i (αi; s) =





αi (wi (1− τ1))
ε if αi < α and s = 1 or if s = 2

hK =
K
wi

if αi ∈ [α, α] and s = 1

αi (wi (1− τ2))
ε if αi > α and s = 1

. (4)

where α = K
(wi(1−τ1))

ε and αs =
K

(wi(1−τ2))
ε . Intuitively, workers with low disutilities of labor

(high αi’s) earn enough to reach the interior of the top bracket and choose labor supply based
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on τ2; workers with high disutilities of labor are in the interior of the lower bracket and choose

based on τ1; and the set of workers with moderate disutilities “bunch” at the kink because

the net-of-tax wage drops discontinuously at K.

A worker of type αi facing tax schedule s chooses her optimal search pattern in two steps.

First, she chooses the precision of her search q. Since a worker’s initial job draw has no

influence on the secondary search process, all workers of type {αi, s} would choose the same

precision q∗ (αi, s) if they were to search. Second, given q∗ (αi, s), a worker chooses to search

for a better job or not. This initial decision does depend on her initial job h0; she searches

for a new job if h0 /∈
[
hi, hi

]
, where these thresholds are defined by the two equations:

Eu|q∗(αi,s) − u (ci(hi), hi) =
φic (q

∗ (αi, s))

2
for hi < h∗i (5)

Eu|q∗(αi,s) − u
(
ci(hi), hi

)
=

φic (q
∗ (αi, s))

2
for hi > h∗i (6)

where Eu|q∗(αi,s) denotes the expected utility derived from optimal search. Those drawing

hours packages that fall within this threshold, so that h0 ∈
[
hi, hi

]
, stay at their initial job

draw. Thus, after the search process is complete, there are two types of workers at each firm:

a point-mass whose optimal labor supply h∗ is exactly that offered by the firm and a diffuse

distribution of workers with optimal hours near but not equal to h0.

We now show how worker frictions affect the mapping from observed behavioral responses

to the structural elasticity in equation (3). In the model without search frictions, workers

locate at the kink if and only if αi ∈ [α, ᾱ] and s = 1. Denote the fraction of such workers in

the population by B
(
ε, ln

(
1−τ1
1−τ2

))
= ζρ = ζ (F (ᾱ)− F (α)).

There are two conceptually distinct sources of bunching at the kink in the presence of

frictions. The first, which we label “individual bunching,” arises from workers whose ideal

hours are h∗i = hK and who choose to pay the search cost φi to find a job that places them

there. Denote by λ =
∫ ∫ [

1−G
(
hi (α)

)
−G (hi (α))

]
dF (a, φ | αi ∈ [α,α]) the fraction of

such workers who choose to search for a better job. Thus, the total amount of individual

bunching BI = λζρ. In the frictionless case, λ = 1, and so individual bunching accounts for

all of the excess mass at the kink.

The second source of bunching at kinks, which we label “firm bunching,” arises from workers
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who happen to get matched to firms that offer wage-hours packages that place workers at the

kink. If the distribution of job offers is smooth, then a measure zero of workers fall into this

category; but if the distribution of job offers includes itself a point-mass at the kink, which in

some cases it may, then a positive mass of workers draw h0 = hK . Some of these workers, by

chance, actually do want to locate at the kink, but others have ideal hours h∗i that differ from

hK . These workers choose to remain at this individually inefficient point because the utility

loss from doing so is less than φic (q
∗
i ). Denote by ρ+s the share of workers with αi ∈

[
α+si, ᾱ

+
si

]
,

where

Eu|q∗(α+si,s)
− u (ci(hK), hK) =

φic
(
q∗
(
α+si, s

))

2
for α+si < α (7)

Eu|q∗(ᾱ+si,s)
− u (ci(hK), hK) =

φic
(
q∗
(
ᾱ+si, s

))

2
for ᾱ+si > ᾱ. (8)

for s = 1, 2. (Note here that both workers of type s = 1 who face the kink and s = 2 who do

not face the kink may end up near the kink through “firm bunching.”) Thus, denote the total

amount of firm bunching BF,s. The signature of firm bunching is that it induces bunching

at common kink points even among workers whose optimal level of labor supply is not at the

kink.8

Combining these equations shows that the total amount of bunching observed at kink s is

B̂ = BF,1 +BF,2 +BI = θB

(
ε, ln

(
1− τ1
1− τ2

))

Let ε̂s
(
ln 1−τ1

1−τ2
, Bs

)
denote the elasticity estimated from inverting equation (3), which we shall

refer to as the “observed” or “measured” elasticity. With search costs, the observed elasticity

may not equal the structural elasticity, since

ε̂ = θε. (9)

We now characterize how the various parameters of our model affect θ and the observed

elasticity.

8Note that this group also contains some workers who randomly draw h0 = h∗ = hKs
. Though these

workers are at their personal optimum, we include them as firm bunchers because they do not pay the search
cost.
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P���������� 1: Without frictions, the observed elasticity is constant with respect to changes

in the size of the tax change:

∂ε̂1

∂ ln
(
1−τ ′1
1−τ1

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ=0

= 0

but with frictions, the observed elasticity rises with both the size and scope of the tax change:

∂ε̂1

∂ ln
(
1−τ ′1
1−τ1

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ>0

= 0.

Since we have held the firm offer distribution constant, this effect comes entirely through

individual bunching. Intuitively, workers with h∗ = hK both search with greater precision

and pay to search more frequently when the change in incentives at the kink is larger. As

(τ 2 − τ1) increases, first the optimal search precision increases:

∂q∗

∂ ln
(
1−τ1
1−τ2

) > 0.

Second, the region of inaction
[
hi, hi

]
where a worker with αi ∈ [α, ᾱ] accepts her initial hours

offer becomes narrower:

∂hi

∂ ln
(
1−τ1
1−τ2

) > 0 and
∂hi

∂ ln
(
1−τ1
1−τ2

) < 0. (10)

These two effects each increase the amount of bunching, since a larger fraction of workers who

wish to locate at the kink search, and then a larger fraction of these searching workers draw

the kink exactly.

Figure 1 illustrates the intuition for this effect using indifference curves in consumption-

labor space for a worker who would optimally locate at the kink. The bounds
[
hi, hi

]
are where

the budget constraint crosses the indifference curve that yields utility φ units less than the

maximal utility U∗.9 Now suppose τ2 increases, moving the upper budget segment from that

with slope (1− τ2)w to the one with slope (1− τ ′2)w. Then the utility loss from supplying

9For graphical simplicity, this is the indifference curve is q = 1; it is clear that a similar effect would hold
for other indifference curves.
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hours above the kink rises, as one earns less for this extra effort. As a result, the upper bound

hi decreases, which increases λ and therefore θ. Second,.the worker searches with greater

precision since the cost of drawing from a diffuse distribution with probability 1− q becomes

more costly.

Note that firm bunching may lead to θ > 1, especially for large kinks. As the kink gets

very large, most of the workers who should optimally locate at the kink actually do locate

there, either through their initial match or by paying the search cost. Because many firms

will offer jobs that place individuals at the kink, there will also be many suboptimal firm

bunchers who locate at the kink. Adding those who optimally relocate to the kink to those

who remain there suboptimally after the initial draw, the total mass at the kink can exceed

the fraction of workers with h∗i = hK .

A second result is that, as the search costs decrease (so as φi decreases), the bounds of

non-response
[
hi, hi

]
shrink, implying ∂λ

∂φ
< 0. Furthermore, the optimal precision of the

search increases, as workers find it worthwhile to pay for a more finely tuned search. For

individual bunchers, a decrease in the search cost has a similar effect to an increase in the

size of the tax kink. Individual bunching BI is greater for populations with smaller search

costs, as is the observed elasticity. However, the amount of firm bunching decreases as more

people shift away from an initial job at the tax kink, so the impact of changes in φ on the

total amount of bunching is indeterminate. Therefore we do not focus on this result in the

empirical results below.

2.4 Special Case 2: Degenerate Search Cost Distribution

We next characterize the behavior of firms as they set the equilibrium job offer distribution.

To obtain analytical results, we focus on a special case of the general model in which all workers

have either φi = 0 or φi =∞. Suppose that fraction δ of workers have φi = 0. Furthermore,

suppose that the distribution of αi, the disutility of labor, is independent of the individual

adjustment cost.

The equilibrium distribution of job offers here must be the distribution of optimal hours

choices h∗i . Intuitively, those workers with φi = 0 always choose their optimal point, and so

the fixed point distribution for them must be the distribution of h∗. The two groups must

have the same offer distribution, though, and any distribution would suffice as a fixed-point
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distribution for the φi = ∞ group. Therefore, the total amount of bunching, in this special

case, always equals the amount of bunching in a frictionless model. There is a key difference,

though: in this model, fraction 1 − δ of workers who bunch at kink K have not chosen to be

there, and thus are “firm bunchers.” What is more, many of those workers may not even see

a kink in their budget set at income K, since they are type s = 2.

Consider then those workers who locate, in equilibrium, at the kink K. Fraction ζρ of

workers work hours hK . But only fraction δ those workers have finite adjustment costs, and

therefore we can write the total amount of individual bunching as BI = δζρ. By definition, the

remaining (1− δ) ζρ fraction of workers with hK did not relocate there, and soBF = (1− δ) ζρ.

We can also calculate the equilibrium amount of bunching from each type of worker Bs.

Manipulating the above formulas implies that, for workers who face tax schedule s = 1 and

the tax kink,

B1 = BI +BF,1 = δζρ+ (1− δ) ζ2ρ.

The two terms in this expression represent individual bunching and firm bunching, respec-

tively. Applying the formula from Saez (2009) in this case implies that

ε̂1 =
B1
ζ
= δζρ+ (1− δ) ζ2ρ. (11)

The accounting identity B = B1 +B2 implies that

B2 = BF,2 = (1− δ) (1− ζ) ζρ.

This leads to our second comparative static:.

P���������� 2: Without frictions, the observed elasticity is constant with respect to changes

in the size of the tax change:

∂ε̂1
∂ζ

∣∣∣∣
δ=0

= 0

but with frictions, the observed elasticity rises with both the size and scope of the tax change:

∂ε̂1
∂ζ

∣∣∣∣
δ>0

= 0.
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We can easily see the effect by noting that the total mass of workers who face kinkpoint K and

who bunch at hK is the sum of δζρ, the workers who choose to relocate there, and (1− δ) ζ2ρ

total mass of workers with infinite adjustment costs who draw hK initially (and still face the

kink in the tax schedule). This second group of workers constitutes firm bunching, since they

themselves may not want to locate at the kink, but due to the adjustment costs they accept

their initial offer. Because of the firm bunchers, the fraction of worker bunching at the kink

increases faster than proportionally as ζ increases, and so the estimated elasticity increases.

Intuitively, the number of firm bunchers is larger at kink points faced by many people, because

firms tailor jobs to match common preferences. At kinks faced by only a few people, very

few workers draw h0 = hK , and virtually all of the mass must accumulate through individual

bunching. But when ζ is large, many individuals locate at the kink via firm bunching, which

increases the observed elasticity.

In order to investigate this prediction empirically, it will be helpful to develop empirically

independent measures of firm bunching and individual bunching. We know from above that

BI = δζρ and BF = (1− δ) ζρ. We cannot directly use these formulas, because we observe

neither ρ nor δ in the data. We do however observe the tax schedule s faced by each worker,

and therefore we can independently estimate the amount of bunching B̂s for each type of

worker. The formulas above then imply that a straightforward empirical measure of firm

bunching is

B̂F =
B̂2
1− ζ

.

Intuitively, workers cannot optimally wish to bunch at a tax kink from someone else’s tax

schedule. As a result, any bunching among those not facing the tax kink is direct evidence

of firm bunching.

In order to independently estimate individual bunching, we must make use of B̂1. In most

settings, though, the estimate B̂1 includes both firm and individual bunching. As the scope

of the tax kink converges to 0, though, the term BF,1 converges to 0 at faster rate than BI .

Mathematically, it is easy to show that

lim
ζ→0

B̂1
BI

= 1
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Therefore, we can estimate the amount of firm bunching as

B̂I = lim
ζ→0

B̂1. (12)

To see the intuition behind this formula, recall the intuition that firms tailor the distribution

of job offers to common worker preferences. As the share of workers facing the kink in tax

shrinks to zero, firms have a decreasing incentive to offer jobs located at the kink. In the

limit, when only measure zero of workers face the kink, the point mass at the kink in the

distribution of jobs disappears. Workers then have a measure zero chance of initially drawing

the kink, and so firm bunching disappears entirely. What remains in B̂1 is a pure measure of

individual bunching.

With these measures in hand, our third and final prediction relates the amounts of firm

and individual bunching:

P���������� 3: The amount of firm bunching and individual bunching should positively co-

vary across different groups g of the population with different elasticities:

Cov (BI,g, BF,g)|φi
> 0

Recall from above that the amount of individual bunching is δζρ and that the amount of firm

bunching is (1− δ) ζρ. Holding fixed the fraction (1− δ) of workers who cannot adjust, the

fraction of workers bunching through each of these channels is fixed. Therefore as individual

bunching increases or decreases, so too will the amount of firm bunching. As the structural

elasticity parameter ε increases, the amount of bunching in the frictionless case ζρ, increases.

Since both firm bunching and individual bunching are proportional to the amount frictionless

bunching, we should therefore expect these two different forms of bunching to positively covary

across groups in the population, to this extent that the groups differ in their structural elasticity

parameter and not the cost of search.
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2.5 General Case: Numerical Results

We now show that the results we derived in the special cases above also hold in the general

model for plausible parameter values.10 We assume that the cost function of precision is

c (q) = 1+ q1+γ . We then choose parameters that correspond to those used in the calibration

of the model to the empirical evidence in Section 5. We choose the distribution of tastes to

match the empirical distribution of income around the top kink in the Danish data. We assume

that the diffuse non-directed search follows a normal distribution with standard deviation

matching the year-on-year change in income, which we calibrate from the data as DKr 40, 000.

We solve for the equilibrium hours offer distribution by iteration (a la Blackwell’s theorem),

and then check that we have found the unique equilibrium by starting the iteration from

different points. To approximate non-wage income in the data, we add a random draw from

a normal distribution with SD equal to DKr 5, 000 to each worker’s labor income. As in

the empirical work that follows, we estimate the counterfactual polynomial as a seven-degree

polynomial on the equilibrium distribution within DKr 50, 000 on either side of the tax kink.

Our first prediction is that the estimated elasticity increases with the size of the tax kink.

Figure 2a plots the estimated elasticity on the vertical axis for a number of differently sized tax

kinks on the horizontal axis. As the log change in the net-of-tax rate increases from 3% to 30%,

the estimated elasticity rises from 0.003 to 0.065. Note that the structural elasticity parameter

ε = 0.4, so that the observed elasticity is still significantly less than the true value even at

a relatively large kink. Our second prediction is that the estimated elasticity increases with

the fraction of the population that shares the kink. Figure 2b plots the estimated elasticity

on the vertical axis as the fraction of workers who face the kink (ζ) varies on the horizontal

axis. As the share of workers who face the kink at point K increases from 10% to 100%,

the estimated elasticity increases from less than 0.03 to just above 0.19 at 100%. The third

prediction is that the amount of firm bunching and individual bunching positively covary as

one changes the structural elasticity parameter. Figure 2c shows a scatterplot of the amount

of firm bunching (vertical axis) and individual bunching (horizontal axis) for populations with

different elasticities, holding the size of the kink and the scale of the adjustment costs fixed.

Unlike in the stylized model above, the amount of individual bunching and firm bunching are

10See Appendix B for more detail on the structure of the numerical model.
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no longer perfectly proportional. But the amount of individual bunching and firm bunching

still move together quite closely in the model across the different groups.

2.6 Other Theoretical Results

Distinguishing the Effects of Frictions from Non-Constant Elasticities. An important simpli-

fying assumption we made above is that the structural elasticity ε is constant. In a model

where the utility is not isoelastic, one may observe an elasticity that increases with the size of

the tax change even without frictions. We can distinguish these two models by comparing the

effects of several small tax changes with the effects of a larger change that spans the smaller

changes. A model without adjustment costs predicts that small changes, each starting from

steady state, should produce the same response as a single larger change. In contrast, the

adjustment cost model predicts a larger response to the single large tax change. The same

logic holds for bunching at kinks: the total amount of bunching at two small kinks is less than

the bunching observed at one large kink in a model with adjustment costs, but not in a model

with non-constant utility.

We establish this result formally in the appendix by analyzing a model with arbitrary

utility u(c, l). We show that for any tax rates τ1 < τ2 < τ3, a model without adjustment

costs predicts the relationship

B (τ1, τ3) = B (τ1, τ2) +B (τ2, τ3) .

The amount of bunching created from two smaller kinks is exactly equal to the bunching

created at one larger kink. This is because the amount of bunching increases linearly with

the size of the kink without adjustment costs, as shown in (3). The adjustment costs model

instead predicts

B̂ (τ1, τ3) > B̂ (τ1, τ2) + B̂ (τ2, τ3) .

Since the amount of bunching increases faster than proportionately with the size of the tax

kink, the two smaller kinks produce less bunching than one larger kink. It is straightforward

to establish a similar result for tax reforms.11

11When analyzing tax reforms, it is important that each small tax reform is levied on a different generation of
workers in order to ensure that the population begins from steady state. If the same generation of workers face
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Identification Using Tax Reforms. Our three results above analyze the effects of various

parameters on the observed tax elasticity when estimated through bunching at kink points.

Most studies in the empirical tax literature instead use tax reforms for identification; we now

show that our results apply in this case too.

To characterize the impact of search costs on equation (2) most transparently, we consider

the special case where K = 0 so that all workers initially face a linear tax schedule with rate

τ . Suppose the government increases the tax rate to τ ′ > τ at the beginning of period 2 for

those facing tax schedule s = 1. Workers do not anticipate this reform, and therefore make

the same hours choices as above in period 1. Once the reform is announced, firms may change

the hours worked at their firms, after which each worker can either stay at the same firm or

reoptimize their hours by paying the search cost φc (q).

The tax change affects labor supply through two channels. First, firms may change the

wage-hours package offered in response to the new labor supply curve, and the labor supply of

workers will follow. Recall from above that the equilibrium distribution of jobs matches the

distribution of worker optimal jobs. For an worker of type αi, optimal labor supply is now

h∗i = αi

(
p
(
1− τ ′

))ε

if they face schedule s = 1 and unchanged if they face s = 2.

The second channel for response to a tax change is that workers may choose to pay to

reoptimize and search for a different job. This reoptimization can itself be of two types.

First, those workers affected by the tax change may choose to search for a different job if they

work for an unaffected entrepreneur. This channel is most important when ζ is small, that

is for tax changes affecting a very small fraction of workers, who are unlikely to work for a

firm whose entrepreneur shares their tax preferences. Second, workers not affected by the

reform may search to undo the changes made by firms. These changes are the converse of

the previous category; thus, this latter type of change is most likely when ζ is high and the

tax change affects most but not all of the population. In the general model, the magnitude

of this second effect can vary with a number of parameters. Therefore, as before, we derive

multiple unanticipated tax reforms, workers may pile up at the edges of their bounds, creating a large response
to even a small further tax increase.
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the two main predictions of our model in the two special cases.

In our first special case, we analyzed the behavior of workers in partial equilibrium. After

experiencing a tax reform, workers’ bounds of non-adjustment
[
hi, h̄i

]
shift along with their

optimal labor supply h∗i . Workers will only now pay if their old job falls outside the new

bounds. Since a larger tax reform shifts the optimal labor supply, and therefore the bounds,

by more, it must therefore be that workers are more likely to pay to switch in response to

a larger tax change. Intuitively, it does not pay to respond to a small tax change. This

generates the first empirical prediction.

We develop the second and third empirical predictions in the second special case. We

therefore assume once again that φi ∈ {0,∞}. With this assumption, we can write the

aggregate estimated elasticity among those who face the tax change is

ε̂1 =
d log h

d (1− τ)
= δε+ (1− δ) ζε (13)

Notice that the two terms in this expression are identical to those in equation 11. Intuitively,

the two terms play exactly the same role as the individual bunching and firm bunching above.

The first term represents the response driven by workers who have no adjustment costs, and

thus individually move to their new optimal job. The second term reflects those who face the

tax change but cannot respond themselves, and therefore move only to extent that firms change

the aggregate job offer distribution. Equation 13 shows then that the estimated elasticity is

increasing in the fraction of workers affected. Intuitively, when most workers experience the

tax reform, many firms will respond. Even those workers who cannot adjust individually will

mostly adjust as a result of the firm responses, and so the estimated elasticity will be large. On

the other hand, when very few workers experience the tax reform, very few firms will respond,

and so nearly all of the response must come through individuals. The adjustment cost has

more bite. Both terms in equation 13 are increasing the underlying elasticity, generating the

result in Proposition 3 that firm-driven and individual-driven response to tax changes will

covary positively.

Long-Run Effects of Taxes. Why should we be interested in identifying the structural

elasticity ε rather than just the observed response ε̂? We now show that the structural

elasticity continues to control the long run effects of taxes even with frictions. It is therefore
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the more relevant parameter for optimal tax policy in the long run.

Consider the same tax reform as that above, which raises the tax rate (in a linear schedule)

from τ to τ ′ > τ for those fraction ζ facing tax schedule s = 1. We showed above that such a

tax change in the short run generates response ε̂ ≤ ε.

In the long run, however, new generations of workers are born and optimize with respect

to the new tax rate τ ′ to begin with. Firms shift to reflect the new tax preferences of

the population, and fraction ζ of the jobs in the economy thus shift as well. Any workers

who pay to shift do so with respect to the new tax system, and locate at the new optimum.

Furthermore, for workers not paying to search, the bounds
[
hi, h̄i

]
shift; using equations (5)

and (6), and an approximation that the bounds are narrow, one can show that the movement

in the bounds is also determined by ε:

∂ lnhi

∂ ln (1− τ)
=

∂ lnhi

∂ ln (1− τ)
≃ ε.

Combining these two results, it follows that the observed long run elasticity ε̂LR ≃ ε. In-

tuitively, the choices of the new generation of workers are unaffected by the history of taxes.

In contrast, the short-run response of existing workers is attenuated, particularly for small

tax changes, because many workers are already close to their new optima and therefore do

not pay cost of reoptimizing. Hence, it is important to account for frictions and recover the

underlying structural elasticity in order to predict the long-run impacts of taxes on behavior

and welfare.12

3 Data and Institutional Background

We test the model’s predictions using data from Denmark because of its substantial variation

in tax rates and excellent microdata. The Danish labor market is characterized by what is

commonly described as “flexicurity” — low employment protection, large active labor market

programs, and high levels of social insurance and transfers. Tax revenues constitute nearly

50% of GDP. Approximately half of the tax revenues fund the provision of public goods and

12 In more general models of frictions, the long run effect of taxes may differ from and possibly even exceed
ε. However, even though the structural elasticity may not fully determine long run responses, it remains a
parameter of interest because it affects the long run elasticity.
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the other half finance transfer payments.

During the period of study (1994-2001), income was taxed using a three-tier progressive

system with a top marginal tax rate of between 63 and 68%. As an example, the 1994 tax

schedule is shown in Figure 3a in terms of Danish Kroner (DKr). To facilitate comparisons,

note that $1 ≈ DKr 6. The marginal tax rate begins at approximately 45%, which is referred

to as the “bottom tax.”13 At incomes of approximately DKr 125,000 and DKr 175,000 ,

two “middle taxes” are levied on top of the bottom tax. These middle tax brackets lead to

reductions in the net-of-tax rate of approximately 9% and 6%. Finally, at incomes above DKr

240,000, one must pay the “top tax” on top of the other taxes, which brings the marginal tax

rate to nearly 70%. The net-of-tax wage rate falls by 30% at the point where the top bracket

begins. Approximately 25% of individuals pay the top tax during our sample period. The

substantial change in marginal tax rates in a central part of the income distribution makes the

Danish tax system a particularly interesting case to study for our purposes.

Figure 3b plots the movement in the top bracket cutoff over the sample period in real and

nominal terms. Danish tax law stipulates that the movement in the top tax bracket from

year t to year t + 1 is a pre-determined function of wage growth in the economy from year

t− 2 to year t− 1 (two-year lagged wage growth). This is important for our analysis because

it ensures that tax policy is set before labor contracts are signed. Over the sample period,

inflation was between 1.8% and 2.9% per year. Because of the adjustment rule, the top bracket

cutoff declines in real terms in the first three years of the sample and then increases sharply

for the remainder of the sample. This variation in the top tax cutoff relative to inflation and

contemporaneous wage growth rates proves to be quite useful for identification.

There is some small legislated variation in tax rates across the years in our sample as well

as some cross-sectional variation across municipalities and regions. The most notable change

in the tax system over the period studied is the consolidation of the two middle taxes into a

single tax in 1996. This reform created a single middle kink where the net-of-tax wage fell

by 10%. The 1998 revision of the tax code brought other changes. In particular, negative

net capital income was excluded from the middle tax base and own contributions to capital

13 Individuals with very low incomes are exempt from this bottom tax. We restrict attention to individuals
with incomes above DKr 50,000 (US $8,300) to avoid dealing with the complications in incentives created by
the transfer system at the bottom of the income distribution.
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pension plans could no longer be deducted in the top tax base, creating changes in marginal

labor income tax rates for many individuals. Finally, during the period from 1994-2001, the

middle and top tax bracket cutoffs move both up and down in real terms, creating variation

in marginal tax rates for some individuals.

The Danish tax system is in most respects a joint system for couples when calculating

the bottom and middle taxes. However, top tax payments are a function of only individual

earnings in the vast majority of cases. Capital income enters the tax base for the bottom and

middle tax additively, but only enters the top tax base if it is positive.14 Since mortgage

and other interest payments are fully deductible in capital income, most people in Denmark

have negative net capital income on their tax return. Thus, the marginal dollar of capital

income is effectively untaxed in the top bracket. Most pension contributions are also not

taxed. Together, these features of the tax code create an incentive for high earners to shift

earnings from labor income to capital income and pensions, responses that we address in our

empirical analysis.

There are two tax bases relevant for our empirical analysis: one for the top tax and one for

the middle taxes. The top tax base is defined as the sum of earnings, other non-capital income,

net positive capital income above a time-varying floor, minus deductions. Earnings include

wages and salaries as reported on tax forms plus the value of taxable fringe benefits (such

as the use of a company car). Other non-capital income includes self-employment income,

transfers (such as unemployment insurance benefits), gifts, and other grants. Deductions

consist primarily of individual contributions to pension funds. The middle tax base is defined

as the sum of net personal income and net capital income from 1994-1998. In 1999, the

definition of the middle tax base changed to include only net personal income and net positive

capital income. For consistency with the prior literature, we use the term “taxable income”

to refer to the tax base relevant to a particular tax; for instance, when studying bunching

around the top tax cutoff, we use “taxable income” to refer to the top tax base.15

Knowledge of the Tax System. Individuals’ perceptions of the tax system may be an

important driver of optimization frictions. In Chetty et al. (2010), we analyze what workers

14However, the base for the upper middle tax in 1994 and 1995 does not include capital income.
15The Danish tax system includes a technical concept of “Taxable Income.” We use the phrase “taxable

income” here not to refer to that technical concept, but to the relevant base for a given tax.
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know about tax system using an internet survey of 3,300 members of FTF-A, a union repre-

senting public and financial sector employees. The survey was conducted from March-April

2009. We asked individuals to report their best guess of the top tax and middle tax cutoffs in

the current year. These questions were attached to the end of a longer survey on the members

perceptions of the union. These survey responses must be interpreted as purely anecdotal

evidence because they are not representative of the Danish population, because the survey was

administered only to members of FTF-A and because the response rate for our questions is

only 11%.

Figure 3c displays the distribution of respondents’ best guess at the level of the middle tax

(dashed blue) and top tax (solid red) cutoffs among survey respondents. Each point depicts

the fraction of responses in a DKr 30, 000 bin centered around the true cutoffs, which are

shown by the vertical lines. Knowledge of the top tax cutoff is considerably sharper than

the middle tax cutoff. Approximately 41% of the those surveyed know the top tax cutoff

to within DKr 15, 000 of the true level; in contrast, only 27% know the middle tax cutoff to

within this range. The median absolute error for the top tax cutoff is DKr 21,200, compared

with DKr 31,000 for the middle tax cutoff. The same qualitative pattern is exhibited across

all education levels and occupations in the sample.

This anecdotal evidence is consistent with our finding that observed elasticities are larger

at the top kink than the middle kink, as well as recent evidence that the information and

salience affect behavioral responses to income taxation (e.g. Chetty and Saez 2009).

Data. We merge several administrative registers provided by Statistics Denmark. The

primary data set we use is the tax register, which contains all individuals’ tax records along with

individual identifiers from 1980 to 2005. This data set contains information on wage income,

self-employment income, pensions and pension contributions, capital income and deductions,

municipality of residence, filing status, and spouse ID. We then merge the tax returns data

with the Danish Integrated Database for Labor Market Research (IDA). The information

available in IDA includes education, a firm ID number, occupation, labor market experience,

and number of children by age band. Using these data, we construct a tax simulator (code

available upon request) that calculates tax liabilities and marginal tax rates for each individual
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in the sample.16 The tax simulator predicts actual tax liabilities within 5 DKr for over 97%

of wage earners in the sample.

We construct our analysis dataset from a panel of all tax returns for the Danish popula-

tion between 1994 and 2001. Starting from this population file of approximately 30.1 million

observations, we exclude individuals younger than 15 and older than 70, and those who re-

port positive self employment income, pension income, or other unclassified income. These

exclusions leave us with a primary analysis sample that consists of 19.4 million observations

of wage earners. We also study the population of 1.7 million self-employed individuals as a

supplement.

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the population as a whole, our primary estimation

sample of wage earners, and the group of self-employed individuals. The mean taxable income

for an individual in the sample in real 2000 kroner is DKr 185,749, or approximately $32,000.

The median taxable income is DKr 176,217. The much smaller difference between mean and

median incomes in Denmark than in the U.S. reflects the more compressed income distribution

in Denmark.

4 Empirical Analysis

We study the impact of frictions on the relationship between taxes and labor supply by testing

the three predictions derived in Section 2. Section 4.1 provides basic evidence of behavioral

responses to the tax system, showing that larger variation in net-of-tax rates generates dis-

proportionately larger responses. This section also presents some auxiliary evidence which

suggests that the observed taxable income responses arise from “real” changes in behavior

rather than reporting effects. Section 4.2 shows that much of the bunching at kinks is driven

by coordinated setting of salaries by firms, demonstrating the importance of endogenous hours

constraints. Section 4.3 examines the heterogeneity in individual bunching across occupational

16The source variable for personal income from the tax data is perindkp. The source variable for captial
income is kapindkp, and the source for deductions to taxable income is lignfrdp. The source variable for
pension contributions is kappens. Individual contributions to pensions are considered deferred income for tax
purposes, and thus are included as deductions in personal income. However, starting in 1999, deductions for
own contributions to capital pension schemes are added back again when calculating the top tax base. Using a
person’s filing status, samskat, and the social security number of spouses, henv, we account for rules regarding
the transfer of exemptions, negative capital income, etc. between spouses.
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and demographic groups and links this heterogeneity to variation in search costs.

4.1 Prediction 1: Size of Tax Changes

There are two sources of tax variation in the data: legislated changes in tax rates across

years (tax reforms) and variation in tax rates across tax brackets. We first examine the cross-

sectional variation in tax rates across brackets, which is much larger than the variation created

by reforms. If one allows an arbitrary smooth wage distribution, the only non-parametric

source of identification in the cross-section is the degree of bunching at kink points (Saez 2002).

Hence, when exploiting cross-sectional variation in tax rates, we focus exclusively on estimating

the amount of bunching at kinks in the tax schedule. Our focus on bunching at kinks contrasts

with the approach taken in the non-linear budget set literature, where the variation in tax

rates at kinks is viewed as being problematic for identification. This is because there is

very little bunching at the small kinks examined in prior work, leading to negative estimates

of compensated wage elasticities that are inconsistent with utility maximization (MaCurdy,

Greene, and Paarsche 1990). This forces researchers to remove or ignore the variation at the

kinks, e.g. by “smoothing” the budget set. As our model provides a microfounded explanation

for why some kinks generate much more bunching than others, we are able to exploit the kinks

to our advantage rather than cast them aside as problematic variation.

We begin our analysis by examining bunching at the top bracket cutoff, which is the largest

kink in the tax schedule.17 We then examine bunching at smaller kinks, showing that this

tax variation produces much smaller behavioral responses. Finally, we investigate the effects

of tax reforms, which generate smaller variation in tax rates and produce estimates consistent

with those obtained from the smaller kinks. We use the tax reforms to distinguish the effects

of adjustment costs on observed responses to kinks of different sizes from preferences that lead

to non-constant elasticities.

17Strictly speaking, the Danish tax system includes a larger kink between DKr 20, 000 and DKr 30, 000 when
individuals exhaust the personal exemption and begin paying tax. In practice, the welfare system greatly
complicates the incentives to work in this income range. We therefore do not analyze behavior around this
kink.
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4.1.1 Bunching at the Top Bracket Cutoff

When testing the first two predictions, we drop individuals who report positive self-employment

income and focus exclusively on wage earners.18 Adjustment costs and institutional frictions

are much less likely to hamper adjustment of self-employment income than wage earnings.

Correspondingly, we show in Section 4.3 that the effects of taxes on self-employment income

are an order-of-magnitude larger than on wage earnings.

Figure 4 plots the empirical distribution of taxable income for all wage earners from 1994-

2001. To construct this figure, we first calculate the difference between the actual taxable

income and the taxable income that would be needed to reach the cutoff for the top tax bracket

for each observation in the sample. We then group individuals into DKr 1,000 bins on this

recentered taxable income variable. Finally, we plot frequencies of the observations in each of

the bins to obtain a non-parametric depiction of the empirical distribution of income around

the top bracket cutoff, which is demarcated by the vertical line at zero. An individual’s

marginal wage falls on average by 30% when his income crosses this vertical line.

Figure 4 shows that there is a clear spike in the density around the top bracket cutoff

in the otherwise smooth and monotonically declining distribution. This spike indicates that

the sharp reduction in marginal wage rates in the top tax bracket induces many individuals

to reduce their taxable incomes. Following Saez (2009), we infer the elasticity of taxable

income with respect to the net-of-tax rate from the amount of excess mass around the kink.

To do so, we predict a counterfactual density — what the distribution would look like if there

were no jump in tax rates — using the following procedure. First, we fit a polynomial to the

counts plotted in Figure 4, excluding the data that is near the kink. Formally, we estimate a

regression of the following form:

Cj =

q∑

i=0

βi(y
i
j) +

r∑

l=−r

γl1 {yj = l}+ εj (14)

where Cj are the number of individuals in income bin j, yj is income relative to the kink in

1,000 Kroner intervals (i.e., yj = {−50,−49, .., 50}), q is the order of the polynomial to be fit,

18We check that the endogenous sample selection induced by dropping those who report self-employment
income does not spuriously generate bunching by verifying that there is significant bunching in the wage
earnings distribution in the full sample.
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and r denotes the width of the excluded region around the kink (measured in DKr 1,000 ).

Although the choice of the degree of the polynomial is arbitrary, numerical simulations indicate

that a seventh-degree or higher polynomial (q = 7) and exclusion of 7, 000DKr around the

kink (r = 7) accurately capture the degree of bunching at the kink for distributions similar

to that in Figure 4. Moreover, for every calculation reported below, we have verified that

the results are not sensitive to changes in q and r, presumably because of the sharpness of

the bunching patterns we observe in the data. We define the counterfactual density as the

predicted values of this regression omitting the contribution of the dummies around the kink,

i.e., Ĉj =
∑q

i=0 β̂iy
i
j. The counterfactual density predicted using this procedure is shown by

the solid line in Figure 4. The excess number of individuals who locate at the kink relative to

the counterfactual density is bn =
∑r

l=−r γ̂l, the shaded area in Figure 4. The excess fraction

around the kink is

bf =
bn

[
∑r

l=−r Ĉl]− bn

In Figure 4, bf = 5.97% implying that there is 5.97% more mass around the kink in the

actual empirical distribution relative to the counterfactual distribution predicted if there were

no higher bracket in the tax system.

This method of calculating the counterfactual density overestimates bf because it does

not account for the fact that the additional mass at the kink comes from points to the right

of the kink. The individuals at the kink reduce their earnings because of the higher tax

rate in the top bracket; absent the kink, they would locate to the right of the vertical line

at zero and therefore increase the counterfactual density. One approach to addressing this

error is to use a parametric model of utility maximization to reallocate the individuals to

the right of the kink. An alternative is to gauge the degree of error from the simpler non-

parametric approach in equation (14). In Appendix A, we provide a calibration showing that

our procedure overestimates bf by approximately 5-10%. Because the sharp, visually evident

variation in bf that we document below is unlikely to be affected by this degree of bias, we opt

to use the simpler and more transparent non-parametric approach of calculating bf above.

The standard errors associated with the regression estimates of β and γ in equation (14)

yield standard errors for bn and bf . Since we observe the population distribution of income,

these standard errors reflect error due to misspecification of the polynomial for the counterfac-
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tual income distribution rather than sampling error. In Figure 4, the standard error associated

with bf is bse = 0.38%. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is no excess mass at the kink

relative to the counterfactual distribution is rejected with a t-statistic of 5.97/0.38 = 15.7

(implying p < 1× 10−9). The reason that the standard error bse is so small is that the poly-

nomial approximates the smooth empirical income distribution extremely well, as indicated

by the tightness of its fit away from the kink. Hence, there is little specification error in

the counterfactual, and one can conclude with confidence that there is a spike in the income

distribution at the top tax bracket cutoff.

Figure 4 masks a substantial amount of heterogeneity across groups in responsiveness to

the jump in tax rates. Figure 5a shows that the excess mass at the kink is much larger for

married women (bf = 14.1%), consistent with the general perception that married women’s

labor supply is the most elastic to incentives. Conversely, some groups of the population

exhibit much less responsiveness to the tax system. For example, bf = 1.83% for single men,

as shown in Figure 5b. Married women who have more than the median level of labor market

experience (19 years) are especially elastic: Figure 5c shows that bf = 18.7% for this group.

The degree of bunching is even larger if we focus on high-experience women who are white

collar professionals: bf = 41.5% as shown in Figure 5d. We return to explore these and other

dimensions of heterogeneity in Section 4.3 below. In the remainder of this section, we focus

on married women, as this is the group for whom behavioral responses to the tax system are

clearest; however, all of the qualitative points made below hold in the full sample of wage

earners.

The identification assumption underlying causal inference about the effect of taxes on

earnings in the preceding analysis is that there would be no spike in the income distribution if

there were no jump in tax rates at the location of the top bracket cutoff. This identification

assumption can be relaxed by exploiting the movement in the top bracket cutoff across years

to test whether the excess mass moves with the cutoff. Figure 6 displays the distribution of

taxable income in each year from 1994-2001 for married women. There is sharp bunching

at the top bracket cutoff in every year. The excess mass follows the top bracket cutoff very

closely, which is informative particularly because the bracket cutoff declines in real terms from

1994-1997 and then increases sharply until 2001, as shown in Figure 3b.

In Figure 7, we investigate more directly whether the location of the bunch follows the
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top tax cutoff, inflation, or average wage growth. Figure 7a plots the distribution of taxable

income in 1997 (as in Figure 6d). Given that the bunch locates at the top tax cutoff in 1994,

we mark with vertical lines three possibilities for the location of the bunch in 1997: the 1997

top tax cutoff (dashed line), the 1994 cutoff adjusted for inflation (left-most solid line), and

the 1994 cutoff adjusted for average wage growth (right-most solid line). The excess mass at

the 1994 kink clearly moves to the 1997 kink rather than following inflation or wage growth.

Figure 7b replicates Figure 7a for the year 2001; the solid vertical lines show the 1997 top tax

cutoff adjusted for inflation and wage growth, respectively. Again, the excess mass clearly

follows the top tax cutoff rather than wage growth or inflation. Hence, earnings around the

top tax bracket depart from prevailing inflation patterns and instead are aligned with changes

in the tax system.

4.1.2 Shifting vs. Real Responses

Individuals can reach a taxable income near the top bracket cutoff through two margins:

changes in labor supply (e.g. hours worked) or “income shifting” responses such as changes

from taxed to untaxed or tax-favored forms of compensation. It is useful to distinguish between

these two channels because shifting of income can potentially have very different normative

implications than “real” changes in labor supply (Slemrod 2002, Chetty 2009b, Saez et al.

2009). To identify income shifting effects empirically, it is useful to conceptualize the various

channels through which taxes can affect reported taxable income and total compensation. An

individual’s total compensation is:

total comp. = (1− τ)(wage× hours− evasion− pension contribs.+ other taxable comp.)

+pension contribs.+ evasion+ unobserved nontaxable comp.

Total compensation is the sum of salaries and other taxable compensation, such as in kind

payments, and untaxed compensation (contributions to untaxed pension accounts and other

unobservable compensation such as workplace amenities). Total compensation is also affected

by tax evasion, which reduces taxed compensation and increases untaxed compensation, lead-

ing to a net gain of τ times the amount evaded.

This expression shows that aside from a change in hours (labor supply), there are two
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income shifting channels through which an increase in τ may induce individuals to change their

reported taxable income. First, individuals may simply under-report earnings via tax evasion.

Kleven et al. (2009) conduct an audit of wage earnings in Denmark and conclude that there

is virtually no tax evasion in the line on the tax form from which our wage earnings variable

is constructed. Kleven et al. argue that tax evasion in wage earnings is very uncommon

because wage earnings are double-reported to the government by both firms and individuals.

To ensure that the bunching we see is not the result of evasion or underreporting, we examine

the distribution of pure wage earnings, excluding all other forms of compensation. Figure 8a

plots the empirical distribution of wage earnings for married women, and shows that there is

clear bunching even in this narrowest measure of compensation. This evidence shows very

clearly that individuals are changing their wage earnings in order to stay near the top bracket

cutoff and not some other component of compensation. Indeed, there is more bunching in

wage earnings (bwage
f = 18.4%) than in taxable income (where bf = 14.1%), a surprising result

that we explain in Section 4.2. We therefore conclude that the changes in taxable income

that we see around the top bracket cutoff are not driven by tax evasion.

The second and more important income shifting channel is legal tax avoidance: individuals

may shift compensation toward nontaxable compensation. The simplest method of avoiding

the top income tax is to increase the amount contributed to non-taxable pension accounts

(similar to 401(k)s). We investigate the extent of such shifting by adding pension contributions

to taxable income.19 Figure 8b plots the distribution of this broader measure of compensation

relative to the top tax bracket cutoff that applies to individuals with zero pension contributions.

There is still clear evidence of bunching at the top kink, rejecting the hypothesis that all of the

bunching observed in taxable income is driven by shifts to pension contributions. The excess

mass around the top bracket is now smaller than in Figure 5a: bf = 8.72% for pensions plus

taxable income, compared with bf = 14.1% for pure taxable income. This is not surprising

because the vertical line at zero no longer represents the point at which tax rates jump for

individuals who have non-zero pension contributions — for such individuals, there is no reason

to locate at this point even if they are only changing labor supply. To quantify how much

19 In Denmark, there are two different types of pension schemes to which workers can make tax-free contri-
butions. One scheme is run through the firm, as is a 401(k); the other is a private tax-deductible pension, as
is an IRA. We account for both forms of pension contribution in this analysis.
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of the shrinkage in the excess mass is due to this mechanical attenuation effect, we estimate

the fraction of individuals who are pulled out of the band around the top bracket (whose

width is 2r = 14, 000DKr) by their pension contributions. Using data from individuals with

incomes between 20000DKr and 50000DKr – a range which places them well away from

the top tax bracket cutoff — we calculate that 64.5% of individuals make pension contributions

above DKr 7,000. Correcting for the mechanical attenuation effect therefore yields b
T I+pens
f =

8.72%/(1−64.5%) = 13.5%. The remaining difference in bTI+pens
f and bf for the pure taxable

income measure (14.1%− 13.5% = 0.6%) reflects the amount of bunching driven by pension

shifting. which of course we should expect, to some extent, if workers respond optimally to

the tax system. We conclude that pension shifting accounts for a very small fraction of the

observed response in taxable income.

Another margin through which individuals can shift income to avoid the top tax is through

capital income. Capital income (or losses) do not enter the tax base in the top bracket for more

than 3% of the population. Hence, most individuals can reduce their tax liabilities by shifting

compensation from wage income into capital income when they cross into the top tax bracket.

The distribution of taxable income plus pensions plus capital income (CI) also exhibits excess

mass around the top kink (not reported). Applying the correction for mechanical attenuation

due to non-zero capital income described above, we find that bTI+pens+CI
f = 11.4%. Again,

shifting into capital income accounts for a small fraction of the changes in taxable income that

we observe.

Our analysis shows that bunching is not driven by any of the observable methods of income

shifting, but we cannot rule out the possibility that individuals shift their compensation to

unobservable nontaxable compensation to avoid paying the top income tax. For example,

we cannot detect substitution of compensation from wage earnings into free lunches or nicer

offices when individuals cross into the top tax bracket. The only means of definitively ruling

out such responses is to examine direct measures of “labor supply”, such as hours worked.

Unfortunately, such measures are unavailable in our data, and are in any case typically quite

poorly measured, as reported hours likely do not capture most of the variation in actual work

effort (e.g., length of breaks, vacations).

Although we cannot conclusively distinguish between shifting and real labor supply changes

using the available data, in view of the evidence above, we believe that pure shifting responses
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— of the type that have little or no efficiency cost — account for a small fraction of the observed

bunching in taxable and income, for three reasons. First, the most straightforward and

accessible means of legally shifting income would be changing pension contributions; it would

be surprising if individuals resort to more exotic means of shifting income when they do not use

this channel. Second, few individuals at the 75th percentile of the income distribution have

the ability to shift income into other forms of compensation or across time. Existing evidence

shows that income shifting responses are quite large only among very high incomes, who can

restructure their salary packages in a sophisticated manner to avoid taxes (Slemrod 2002).

Third, it is clear that if shifting is occurring, it is not through costless relabeling of taxable

income as another untaxable form of cash compensation. If shifting occurs through costly

channels such as compensation in free lunches and office perks instead of cash compensation,

then the marginal efficiency cost of such behaviors equals the marginal efficiency cost of changes

in labor supply itself in an equilibrium where agents optimize (Feldstein 1999). In this sense,

the welfare consequences of the changes in taxable income that we document are likely to be

similar to the welfare consequences of changes in labor supply.

Finally, note that the income shifting vs. labor supply distinction is ancillary to the main

goal of the present paper, which is to investigate how adjustment costs and institutional

rigidities affect behavioral responses to taxation. Whether the responses we document occur

through changes in hours or other costly income shifting channels, the evidence below shows

that it is important to take adjustment frictions into account in order to understand the

impacts of tax policies on the economy.

4.1.3 Bunching at Smaller Kinks

To test prediction 1, we measure the amount of bunching at other kinks in the Danish tax

system that create smaller changes in the net-of-tax rate. Note that even without adjustment

costs, one would predict less bunching at smaller kinks, simply because the change in incentives

is smaller. We therefore compare the amount of excess mass at these smaller kinks with the

amount of excess mass that would be generated if the elasticity were the same as that implied

by the excess mass at the large top tax kink examined above. To do so, we take the observed

distribution of earnings around these smaller kinks, after removing the observed kink itself, and

calculate the implicit distribution of wages given a linear tax and using the elasticity consistent
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with bunching at the top kink.20 We then simulate optimal labor supply for individuals around

the smaller kink and plot the counterfactual distribution against the actual distribution. This

allows us to assess visually whether behavior departs from a model with no adjustment costs

and constant-elasticity utility as in Section 2.

We examine the taxable income distribution around three “middle tax” brackets, which

generate variation in tax rates of different sizes across the years in our sample. Between 1994

and 1995, the tax system also included an “upper middle tax” of 5% in 1994 and 3% in 1995

that was levied on incomes above DKr 173100 and 174300, respectively. Figure 9a plots the

empirical and simulated income distributions around this tax bracket, where net-of-tax wages

fall by 6% at the vertical line. Again, there is essentially no bunching at this kink in the

actual distribution (bf = 0.98%, bse = 0.90%). In contrast, the simulated distribution based

on behavior at the top kink implies that we should see bf = 4.8% absent adjustment costs.

Between 1994 and 1995 the tax system also included a “lower middle tax”. The tax rate for

this was 4.5% in 1994 and 5% in 1995 and was levied on incomes above DKr 130000 and 130900

respectively. Figure 9b plots the empirical income distribution around this tax bracket in blue

circles, using the same methodology as above. The estimated bf = −0.44% (bse = 0.47%), and

the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval is 0.50%. There is virtually no response to

the 6% reduction in the net-of-tax wage at the vertical line. For comparison, the distribution

plotted in squares shows the simulated distribution around this kink if the elasticity were the

same as what is implied by behavioral responses around the top kink. It is clear that the

actual behavioral response to the lower middle kink is much smaller than what one would

predict based on behavior around the top kink in a model without adjustment costs.

Finally, between 1996 and 2001, the lower and upper middle taxes were consolidated into

a single tax of 5% in 1996 and 6% thereafter, that was levied on incomes above DKr 134500,

135300, 139000 for the years 1996-1998 and increased markedly to DKr 151000, 164300, and

177900 between 1999 and 2001. Figure 9c plots the income distributions around this tax

bracket, where net-of-tax wages fall by 10%. There is evidence of modest bunching in the

actual distribution around this slightly larger kink, with bf = 2.24% and bse = 0.46%. How-

ever, the observed level of bunching still falls well below the simulated amount with constant

20We use the isoelastic quasilinear utility function, as in the theory section above, for this exercise.
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elasticities.

4.1.4 Estimating Elasticities from Small Tax Reforms

We now turn to the second source of variation in tax rates: changes in marginal rates by

legislated reforms. As described in Section 3, there were a number of small tax reforms in

Denmark during our sample at both the national and regional levels. These tax reforms create

changes in net-of-tax rates of between -5% and +7%. These changes have different effects

across the income distribution because of the progressivity of the tax system. This differential

variation across income groups motivates the use of a difference-in-difference research design

that is standard in the taxable income literature (Saez et al. 2009). We estimate an observed

elasticity using instrumental-variable specifications of the same form as Gruber and Saez (2002)

and Kleven and Schultz (2009). Let ∆ log yit denote the log change in wage earnings from

period t−2 to period t and ∆log(1−MTRit) the log change in net-of-tax rates over the same

period. We estimate the following model using two-stage least squares:

∆log yit = α+ β∆log(1−MTRit) + f(yit) + γXit + εit, (15)

instrumenting for ∆ log(1 −MTRit) with ∆ log(1 −MTRsim
it ), the simulated change in net-

of-tax rates holding the individual’s income and other characteristics fixed at year t levels.

The function f(yit) is a 10-piece linear spline in base year wage earnings and the vector Xit

is a set of base year controls that we vary across specifications. The first-stage regression of

∆log(1−MTRit) on ∆ log(1−MTRsim
it ) has coefficients of approximately 0.9 with t-statistics

exceeding 1000; as a result, the two-stage-least-squares estimates are very close to estimates

from reduced-form regressions of ∆log yit on ∆log(1−MTRsim
it ).

We estimate variants of (15) for the subsample of female wage earners because the likelihood

of detecting responses to small reforms is larger for more elastic groups. Figure 10 illustrates

the variation that identifies these regressions using a scatter plot of residuals. To construct

this figure, we first regress ∆ log(1 −MTRsim
it ) on the 10-piece wage earnings spline and the

following controls: a 10-piece spline in total personal income and year, age, occupation, and

region fixed effects. We then calculate residuals from this regression. Similarly, we regress

∆log yit on the same set of covariates and compute residuals. Finally, we bin the residual
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changes in simulated net-of-tax rates into 0.1% intervals. The figure plots the mean residual

change in wage earnings in each bin. As a visual guide, the figure also shows the estimated

relationship between the residuals (red solid line), which can be interpreted as a rough estimate

of the observed elasticity. The grey shaded region shows the 95% confidence interval for this

estimate of the reduced-form relationship between changes in simulated net-of-tax rates and

changes in earnings. The figure shows that changes in net-of-tax wages of between -5% and

+6% have no effect on observed wage earnings. Even individuals who experience changes in

net-of-tax wages of more than 5% in have residual growth rates confined between −1.5% and

+1%. The slope of the fitted line (red solid line) implies an observed elasticity of ε̂ = 0.00.

The 95% confidence interval spans a width of 0.2%, implying an upper bound on the observed

elasticity of ε̂ ≃ 0.02.

Building on the identification strategy illustrated in Figure 10, we report TSLS estimates

from several variants of (15) in Table 2 for female wage earners. In column 1, we estimate (15)

on the sample of all female wage earners with the full set of controls used in the regressions

used to construct Figure 11. Consistent with the graphical evidence, the estimated elasticity is

ε̂ is not significantly different from 0, and the upper bound of the 95% CI is 0.002. In column

2, we explore the robustness of the results to changes in the covariate set by including only

the wage earnings spline and age and year fixed effects as controls. The estimated elasticity

remains very close to zero, showing that the estimates are robust to the set of covariates used

to predict counterfactual income growth. In columns 3-5, we focus on subsamples where we

observe larger elasticities using the large variation in tax rates at the top kink and estimate

specifications with the full set of controls used in column 1. Column 3 considers married

females (whose propensity to bunch at the top kink is illustrated in Figure 5a), column 4

considers married female white collar professionals with high experience (Figure 5d), and

column 5 teachers (Figure 14a below). In each of these groups, the observed elasticities in

response to small tax changes remains very small and not significantly different from 0. Hence,

estimating taxable income elasticities using small tax reforms uncovers reveals no behavioral

response to taxes in Denmark, consistent with the prior literature.
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4.1.5 The Effect of the Size of Tax Changes on Observed Elasticities

Figure 11 compiles the evidence on observed elasticities and the size of tax changes. It plots the

observed elasticities for married women (ε̂) vs. the change in the net-of-tax wage ( ∆t
1−t

) at the

three kinks described above, and also includes the elasticity estimate using small tax reforms

from Column 3 of Table 2. To convert the observed excess masses to elasticity estimates, we

apply the formula in equation (1) from Saez (2009). Recall that a model without adjustment

costs and constant elasticity utility as in Section 2.2 predicts that ε̂ does not vary with ∆t
1−t .

To test this hypothesis, we fit a linear regression through the five elasticity estimates. The

hypothesis that the slope of the regression line equals zero is rejected with p < 0.01.

Even though there is substantially more bunching at the largest kink, the implied elasticities

even at this kink remain small. Applying the formula in equation (1) from Saez (2009) for

married women, ε̂ ≃ 0.03 at the 30% tax kink. The structural (long run) elasticity is likely

to be much higher than this estimate because (as Figure 2a shows) even a 30% change in

wages might be insufficient to induce all individuals to reoptimize their labor supply choices

and locate at the kink. Chetty (2009a) calculates that the utility gains from reoptimizing

relative to a 30% tax change are only 2% of consumption if the structural elasticity ε = 0.5.

Individuals whose adjustment or search costs exceed 2% of consumption will therefore not

respond to even the largest tax changes in our data despite having a true long-run elasticity

of ε = 0.5. In Section 5 below, we calibrate the model discussed above and show that, given

an upper bound of 20% on the size of the adjustment cost, the data place a lower bound of

0.28 on the structural elasticity.

4.1.6 Distinguishing Adjustment Costs from Non-Constant Elasticities

The conclusion that the upward-sloping relationship in Figure 11 is driven by adjustment

costs is predicated on the assumption that the structural elasticity ε(τ, z) remains constant

as the tax rate τ and agent’s income z changes. If ε(τ, z) varies with τ or z, the differential

responses we observe at the various kinks could be generated by variations in ε. We now

turn to distinguishing this alternative explanation of our findings from the adjustment cost

mechanism.

There are two channels through which ε could vary with τ or z. First, elasticities may be
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heterogeneous across individuals. For instance, higher income individuals might have more

elastic preferences. In this case, the larger amount of bunching at the top kink than the

middle kinks could be driven by preference heterogeneity that is correlated with the tax rates.

Second, a given individual’s utility function may be such that the local elasticity ε(τ, z) is an

increasing function of τ or z. This would again lead to more bunching at the top kink than

the middle kinks for reasons unrelated to adjustment costs.21

As shown in Section 2, the effects of adjustment costs can be non-parametrically distin-

guished from variation in ε(τ, z) by identifying the sum of the effects of several small tax

changes that span a single larger change. In our application, the large change is the increase

in the marginal tax rate from approximately 58% to 70% in earlier years and from 51% to 62%

in later years at the top kink. The non-parametric test in Section 2.6 would require smaller

tax changes that fully span the range from 58% to 70%.

Although we do not have adequate tax variation to implement this non-parametric test, we

can approximate it by examining small reductions in the top tax rate. Intuitively, if the local

elasticity ε(τ, z) around the top kink is larger than ε(τ, z) around the middle kinks, then a

reduction in the top tax rate from 70% to 65% should generate large behavioral responses. If

the difference in tax responses we identified above is instead caused by adjustment frictions, the

same tax cut should not generate a significant response.22 Regressions using small variations

in the top marginal tax rate analogous to those in Section 4.1.4 remain very close to zero (not

reported), as in the full sample. Hence, there is no evidence that the structural elasticity is

itself higher for individuals close to the top bracket cutoff.

As a supplementary test of whether preference heterogeneity drives the differential bunch-

ing at the middle and top kinks, we focus on a subset of individuals whose incomes place them

within DKr 25, 000 of the top kink in year t but within DKr 25, 000 of one of the middle kinks

21A further confound is the possibility that the amount of uncertainty falls with the income level. We think
this is implausible because the importance of variable forms of compensation (bonuses etc.) actually increase
with income levels.

22This test is an approximation of the test in Section 2.6 because it relies on the parametric assumption that
the average elasticity ε(τ, z) for τ ∈ (65%, 70%) equals the average elasticity for τ ∈ (58%, 70%). In principle,
it is possible that the elasticity is small below 58%, large between 58% and 65%, and small between 65% and
70%. Such preferences would generate large responses at the top kink, small responses at the middle kink,
and small responses to a tax cut from 70% to 65% even in a model without adjustment costs. We believe
that such sharp fluctuations in local elasticities are unlikely, and that adjustment frictions are a more plausible
explanation of our findings.
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in year t+2. By studying these “switchers,” we can effectively remove individual fixed effects

when comparing responses to the middle and top kinks. Figures 12a and 12b display the

distribution of taxable income for the group of switchers at each kink. When at the top kink,

these individuals exhibit substantial bunching (bf = 8.94%). However, just two years later,

the same individuals show no excess propensity to bunch at the middle kink (bf = 1.37%)

despite having earnings near that kink. The opposite pattern is observed for those moving

from the middle to the higher kinks between years.

We conclude that variation in ε(τ, z) does not explain the differences in bunching at the

middle and top tax kinks. Irrespective of initial tax rates and incomes, small tax changes

induce little or no behavioral response, while larger tax changes induce much larger responses.

The results are consistent with the hypothesis that adjustment costs attenuate observed labor

supply elasticities. In the next two sections, we provide more direct evidence on the mech-

anisms of adjustment by showing how institutional constraints and variation in search costs

affect behavioral responses to kinks in the tax code.

4.2 Prediction 2: Firm Bunching and Scope of Tax Changes

In this section, we show that tax variation that affects a larger group of workers has a greater

impact on the distribution of wage-hours packages offered by employers. Specifically, we study

whether firms set salaries to enable employees to locate close to the top bracket cutoff, which

is the optimal earnings level for many workers.

We obtain variation in the size of the group of workers affected by the top tax by exploiting

cross-sectional heterogeneity in the size of deductions or unearned income across individuals,

which effectively varies the location of the top tax bracket. Recall that taxable income is

the sum of wage earnings (paid by the employer) and non-wage taxable compensation minus

deductions, as described in Section 3. Non-wage taxable compensation includes pensions

received, alimony received, stipends, payments received for being member of a board, and un-

employment benefits and severance payments. Pension contributions made by individuals are

deducted from taxable income. Because of the variation in non-wage income and deductions,

the level of wage earnings required to reach the top bracket varies across individuals. Figure

13 plots the distribution of individuals’ “adjustments” to taxable income (deductions minus

non-wage income) in 1995. The most common level of adjustments is DKr 0; more than 58%
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of individuals have adjustments less than DKr 5000. In this setting, the second prediction of

our model is that individuals with small adjustments — who have common tax preferences —

should be more likely to bunch at the top tax kink than those with large adjustments.

To characterize employer responses to workers’ tax preferences, we focus on wage earnings

distributions at the occupation level because most workers’ wages are set through collective

bargains in Denmark. We first present a case study of salary setting in one of the largest

occupations — elementary school teachers. We then show that the lessons illustrated by school

teachers generalize to the population as a whole.

4.2.1 Case Study: School Teachers

There are approximately 75,000 elementary school teachers in Denmark, constituting approx-

imately 3% of wage earners. Teachers belong to a union that bargains with the state on

salaries, work hours, and other job characteristics at a national level. This large-scale col-

lective bargaining facilitates aggregation of worker preferences, providing a setting where the

impacts of coordination on responses to tax incentives are especially clear.

Figure 14a plots the taxable income distribution around the top tax bracket for school

teachers, as in Figure 4. There is very sharp bunching around the top kink: bf = 36.8%.

How do so many individuals find jobs that place them at the top income tax cutoff? Figure

14b plots the distribution of wage earnings (salaries) for teachers. The distribution of salaries

is set so that teachers with zero non-wage income have taxable income exactly at the top tax

bracket. Figure 15 shows how teachers’ salaries change over time, plotting salary distributions

in 1995, 1998, and 2001. The distribution of salaries moves in close correspondence with the

top tax bracket rather than the rate of inflation or the average rate of earnings growth in the

economy.23 The small increase in the top tax bracket of DKr 14, 600 between 1995 and 1998 is

associated with a small increase in the modal teacher’s salary. In contrast, the larger increase

of DKr 26, 800 from 1998 to 2001 is associated with equivalently rapid growth in the modal

teacher’s salary.24

23One may be concerned that the top tax bracket is set just above the modal earnings levels chosen by unions
in each year. This reverse causality explanation is ruled out by the fact that the movement of the top tax
bracket is pre-determined by lagged wage growth rates, as discussed above.

24The smaller peak visible approximately DKr 15,000 above the kink in each of these figures is driven by
teachers in the city of Copenhagen, who are given a cost-of-living adjustment of DKr 15,000 over the base
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The intuition for the link we observe between earnings and taxes is straightforward. The

rate of return to negotiating for higher wages falls discontinuously for the vast majority of

teachers at the top tax bracket cutoff. It is therefore sensible that teachers start bargaining

on other dimensions, such as fewer classes, rather than continue to push for wage increases

beyond this point.

The salary distribution for teachers matches the tax-induced preferences of the large mass

of individuals who have zero non-wage income. Such a salary distribution could arise through

two channels. The first is “individual bunching” — each individual searches for a job that suits

his tastes. Since many individuals’ ideal earnings level coincides with the top tax cutoff, the

resulting equilibrium will feature a salary distribution with a mass point at the tax kink. An

alternative mechanism is “firm bunching” — firms cater to the tax-induced preferences that are

most common in the population and structure contracts (hours and salaries) to locate many

individuals at the top kink.

To distinguish between these two mechanisms, we examine teachers whose tax incentives

diverge from those of the majority because of non-wage income. Figure 16 plots the distribu-

tion of wage earnings around the statutory top tax cutoff (that is, the level of taxable income at

which the top tax begins) for teachers whose deductions exceeds DKr 20, 000. Note that these

individuals do not begin to pay the top tax on wage earnings until at least DKr 20, 000 beyond

the level of the top tax cutoff, so there is no change in marginal net-of-tax wages at the vertical

line at zero in this group of individuals. Yet the wage earnings distribution for these work-

ers is extremely similar to the distribution for the population as a whole, and exhibits sharp

bunching at top tax cutoff. This result shows that firm bunching is prevalent. Intuitively,

schools are forced to offer a limited number of wage-hours packages in order to coordinate

class schedules. Because of such technological constraints, firms write teachers’ contracts to

cater to the tax incentives reflected in the population. The tax-distorted preferences of the

majority of individuals spill over onto the minority of teachers whose tax incentives differ.

Because of changes in the supply of jobs, teachers with common tax preferences — i.e., those

with little non-wage income or deductions — are more likely to respond to the top tax than

teacher’s salary. The setting of salaries to place teachers outside Copenhagen — who account for 15% of all
teachers — at the top kink supports the view that institutional constraints are endogenously set based on the
preferences of the largest groups in the population.
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other teachers. This is illustrated in Figure 17, which plots the distribution of taxable income

for teachers with non-wage income or deductions less than 5, 000 — whose personal tax cutoff

is within DKr 5, 000 of 61% of the population — and teachers with deductions greater than

20, 000. Teachers who have deductions greater than DKr 20,000 exhibit clear excess mass at

the kink. Since these individuals cannot rely on changes in the supply of jobs to place them

at the kink, this reflects individual bunching. But the excess mass at the kink is much larger

for teachers with low non-wage income, confirming the prediction that taxes which affect a

larger mass of individuals generate larger elasticities.

As a final test of the effects of firm-induced responses to taxes, we study the dynamics of

earnings as the top tax bracket moves over time. To study earnings dynamics, we define an

indicator for whether an individual’s change in earnings from year t to year t+2 is within DKr

7,000 (the width of our bunching window) of the change in the top tax bracket cutoff from year

t to year t+2. This indicator measures whether an individual’s earnings tracks the movement

in the kink over time. Figure 18 plots the fraction of individuals who track the movement in

the kink by taxable income in the base year for teachers with non-wage income less than DKr

10,000 (firm bunchers) and more than DKr 10,000 (individual bunchers). For firm bunchers,

the propensity to track the movement in the kink is maximized for individuals near the kink.

Conditional on being near the kink in year t, teachers with common tax preferences have a

probability of persisting near the kink in year t+2 of more than 60%, compared with 20% for

teachers with uncommon tax preferences who rely on job search to locate at the kink in year

t. Intuitively, an increase in the top tax bracket creates a local change in tax incentives for

the large pool of teachers who have little non-wage income. As a result of the tax reduction,

more teachers are willing to work more in exchange for a higher salary. Firms change the

contracts that they offer to accommodate the changes in the average teacher’s preferences. In

contrast, teachers who locate at the top kink individually must find a new, higher paying job

that places them at the new kink. This search cost reduces the responsiveness of individual

bunchers to changes in local tax incentives. From Figure 17, we know that there is substantial

individual bunching at the kink; but Figure 18 shows these few of these individual bunch for

many periods. The central role of changes in the supply of jobs is confirmed by evidence that

individuals with non-wage income whose wage earnings place them near the kink have a high

propensity to track the kink despite having no incentive to do so (not reported).
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In summary, the case study of teachers offers three lessons. First, firms tailor wage-

hours offers to the average tax-induced preferences of their employees. Second, workers

whose optimal earnings level is shared by many of their peers are more likely to respond

to tax incentives and bunch at the kink. Finally, individuals who rely on the firm bunching

mechanism to locate at the kink respond more to shifts in the top bracket cutoff than individual

bunchers. We now show that each of these lessons generalizes to the full sample.

4.2.2 Coordinated Adjustment in other Occupations

We first test whether firms in other occupations systematically keep the peaks of their earnings

distributions below the top tax bracket as do the teachers. We define the peak of the earnings

distribution in each occupation-year cell in our data set as the DKr 5,000 wage earnings bin

that has the largest density. Figure 19 shows the earnings distributions and our definition of

the peaks for four selected occupation-years. Figure 20 plots the empirical distribution of the

location of these peaks relative to the top tax bracket cutoff, shown by the vertical line at zero.

The frequency of the peaks rises steadily until the top bracket cutoff, and then drops sharply

after the threshold. There are 25 occupation-years with peaks in the band from 5,000 below to

5,000 above the kink. In contrast, there are only 4 occupation-years with peaks in the bands

from 5,000 to 15,000 above the kink. We find this pattern of concentration of peaks below the

top tax cutoff in each year of the sample as the bracket shifts (not reported), providing further

evidence that occupation-level wage setting responds to tax incentives.25 Note that these

peaks are concentrated around the top tax cutoff. Across all occupations, earnings schedules

appear to be tailored to the tax incentives of individuals who have little non-wage income and

deductions, who are the most common in the population.

Next, we demonstrate that workers whose preferences are closer to the typical worker’s

preferences in their occupation are more likely to bunch at the kink. Consider two types of

workers whose earnings place them in the top bracket. Both workers preferences are such

that they would prefer to reduce their earnings to the top tax cutoff, because their marginal

disutility of labor outweighs the marginal benefits of additional earnings given the high top

25Because the peaks are relatively well defined in most occupations, the peaks that are selected are not
sensitive to the details of the algorithm used to identify peaks. In addition, a similar pattern is obtained when
we select the 5 largest peaks from each occupation or identify local mass points by computing residuals from a
regression on a polynomial.
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tax rate. The first worker is in an occupation that has a large mass of workers near the kink,

like the teachers. The second works in an occupation that has few workers earning incomes

that place them near the top bracket. The first worker can rely on firm bunching in order to

obtain a job that places him close to the kink, while the second worker must himself search

for a job with lower hours and earnings. The model therefore predicts that the first worker is

more likely to locate at the kink than the second. To test this prediction, Figure 21 plots the

empirical distribution of earnings for two groups of workers: those in occupations with peaks

less or more than DKr 25,000 from the top bracket cutoff. The excess mass around the kink

for individuals in occupations with peaks near the kink is bf = 11.8, compared with bf = 4.4

in occupations with peaks far away from the kink.26

Figure 21 also shows the empirical distribution of earnings for those workers with adjust-

ments larger than DKr 7,000 in occupations with peaks near the kink. Within this subset,

bf = 4.4, so there is actually no more bunching than for workers in non-bunching occupations.

This is because occupations with peaks near the kink place only workers with 0 deductions at

the kink. In order for these high-adjustment workers to bunch, they must individually find

an unusual earnings package within the occupation. Bunching thus requires workers both to

locate in an occupation with many potential bunchers and to have common tax preferences.

Finally, we investigate earnings dynamics around the top kink. We do so using the

indicator defined in the previous section for wage earnings growth tracking the movement in

the top tax cutoff over a two year period. Figure 22 shows that in occupations whose peaks are

less than DKr 20,000 from the top bracket cutoff in the base year, the fraction of individuals

for whom wage growth tracks the movement in the top bracket is maximized at the kink and

falls rapidly thereafter. For these firm bunchers, the conditional probability of locating near

the kink in year t+ 2 given that one was near the kink in year t is nearly 40%. In contrast,

in occupations whose peaks are more than DKr 20,000 from the top bracket, wage growth

for individuals near the kink is less likely to track the movement in the top bracket and is

not noticeably different from wage growth patterns for others. The finding that individual

bunchers do not respond to small movements in the top tax cutoff is consistent with the view

26These bf calculations are percentage measures normalized by the mass in the counterfactual distribution
around the kink; hence, there is no mechanical reason to expect differences in bf across the two groups. We are
simply comparing the probability that an individual whose earnings place him in the vicinity of the top kink
locates at the kink itself.
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that search costs attenuate behavioral responses to small tax changes, and provides further

evidence against the view that our results are generated by non-constant elasticities. Finally,

individuals who have more than DKr 7,000 of non-wage income but work in occupations whose

modes are near the top tax cutoff still have an excess propensity to track the kink despite having

no incentive to do so. This confirms that firm-level reoptimization (rather than individual job

search) drives these dynamics. Though a good number of individuals do manage, through

their own actions, to locate at the top tax kink, these individuals do not consistently move

with the kink from year to year.

We conclude that the coordinated adjustments by firms play a central role in the effects of

tax changes on the labor market in the long run. Changes in the supply of jobs in response

to taxes may be particularly easy to detect in Denmark because of the prevalence of collective

bargaining. Collective bargaining agreements, which cover 85% of the labor market, allow

workers to coordinate wage and work schedules at a broad level. Although collective bar-

gaining is less prevalent in other economies such as the U.S., technological constraints force

coordination of work schedules and thereby produce hours constraints and other institutional

rigidities in all labor markets. The general lesson to be drawn from the evidence here is that

these institutional constraints are themselves endogenous to the tax regime. Although changes

in taxes may not induce sharp, immediate responses in salaries set by firms as in the Danish

case, they may induce changes in norms such as the length of workdays or job characteristics

over time.

4.3 Prediction 3: Positive Covariance of Individual and Firm Bunching

The final prediction we test is that firm bunching and individual bunching should positively

covary in the cross-section. We continue to examine firm bunching by looking at those

individuals with significant deductions who, despite not facing a tax kink at the legislated

threshold, nevertheless bunch at that point. We explored individual bunching above by

selecting a set of individuals who have non-zero deductions or non-wage income, making it

impossible for them to rely solely on their employer to reach the top kink. Part of the response

we observe among workers with large adjustments is presumably due to manipulation of the

adjustments themselves, though. For instance, individuals who happen to be in a job that

pays DKr 20, 000 more than the top tax cutoff may elect to make a DKr 20, 000 contribution
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to their retirement account to avoid paying the top tax.

To investigate the covariance of firm and individual bunching, we must first isolate an

empirical measure of individual bunching. There are two conceptual challenges in finding

such a measure. Following equation 12 from our model, we must find a kink that applies to

few enough individuals so that firms will essentially not cater to these workers’ preferences

when setting the distribution of job offers. Second, we must ensure that the bunching at this

very uncommon kink is driven by labor supply choices and not the manipulation of deductions

or non-wage income. Intuitively, we need an instrument for a worker’s total adjustments to

wage earnings.

To overcome these two empirical challenges, we take advantage of the cap on tax-deductible

pension contributions, set at approximately DKr 33, 000. Figure 23a plots the distribution of

deductions conditional on having deductions of at least DKr 20,000. There is a mass point in

the distribution of deductions at precisely DKr 33, 000, demarcated by the green line.27 These

individuals reach the top tax bracket only when their wage earnings exceed the top tax cutoff

by DKr 33, 000. This mass point in the distribution of pension contributions yields exogenous

variation in deductions that can be used to identify the pure labor supply elasticity. What

is more, the number of workers with deductions above DKr 20, 000 is a very small fraction of

all workers, as shown in Figure 13. Therefore, those wishing to bunch at DKr 33, 000 above

the top tax cutoff represent a very uncommon tax preference to which firms should not cater.

In summary, the amount of bunching at this “pension kink” satisfies both of the requirements

discussed above for a valid measure of individual bunching.

We implement our measure of individual bunching in Figure 23b, which plots the wage

earnings distribution for the same group of individuals as in Figure 23a around the top tax

cutoff. The wage earnings distribution reaches a global peak near the top tax cutoff as a

result of firm bunching. But there is also a second peak in the wage earnings distribution

at DKr 33, 000 above the legislated cutoff. This peak reflects the mass of individuals whose

personal tax cutoffs are given by the green line. This figure shows that these individuals

actively find higher-paying jobs that place them near the top tax cutoff given their pension

27The pension contribution cap increases slightly over years. The distributions of wage earnings have been
recentered so that the pension cap falls at -33,000 in each year.
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contributions.28 This illustrates an interesting interaction between the incentives created by

the tax system: the kink in taxes on retirement savings at 33, 000 produces a corresponding

kink in labor earnings 33, 000 above the top tax cutoff.29 We refer to this secondary tax kink

as the “pension kink.”

To confirm that firms do not significantly adjust the overall distribution of job offers in

response to those at the pension kink, we next examine the distribution of wage earnings for

workers with deductions close to zero, and therefore do not face any discrete change in incen-

tives 33, 000 DKr above the legislated kink. Figure 23c plots this distribution; the distribution

of wage earnings is nearly flat around the “pension kink,” marked by the vertical line. Since

there is no bunching in the distribution of wage earnings for these other workers, we know

that workers saving the maximum of DKr 33, 000 in their pension are not disproportionately

likely to initially draw a job at the “pension kink.” Therefore, virtually the entire bunch at

the “pension kink” represents individual bunching.

We now examine the covariance between firm and individual bunching in the cross-section,

using this “pension-kink” measure of individual bunching. The two panels in Figure 24 plot

the level of individual bunching (on the horizontal axis) against the amount of firm bunching

(on the vertical axis) for a number of occupational and demographic subgroups. The cor-

relation between these two series is visually striking and statistically significant. Figure 24a

shows that pattern individual bunching across different occupations are mirrored in the pat-

terns of firm bunching. For instance, professionals show the greatest amount of firm bunching

and individual bunching across large occupational classes, while manual laborers demonstrate

the least in each setting. Figure 24b shows a similar relationship across demographic groups.

Women and the highly educated both demonstrate large amounts of firm and individual bunch-

ing, while a number of demographic groups, including men, single workers, and those with low

education or experience tend to demonstrate the least amount of bunching.

This strong positive correlation between individual and firm bunching across the population

demonstrates that job offer distributions, though set by firms, respond endogenously to worker

28To verify that this bunching in wage earnings is driven by individual selection of jobs rather than firm
responses, we searched for and found no mass points in earnings distributions in this region for individuals
without deductions.

29Analogously to what presented in Section 4.1.5, we find that small movements in top kink induce no
changes in wage earnings for individual bunchers. This result rejects even more strongly the hypothesis that
non-constant elasticity drives our finding of substantial clustering around the top tax.
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preferences. In occupations where individual bunching is large, there must be a large mass

of workers willing to incur the adjustment cost to reoptimize, reflecting a large labor supply

elasticity. The evidence in Figure 24 shows that we should also expect a large amount of

firm bunching, as firms offer a disproportionate share of jobs yielding wage earnings that place

workers near the tax kink. But since firms have no innate preferences of their own that would

drive this bunching in job offers, it must be that the individual preferences drive firm bunching

as well.

Interestingly, much of the heterogeneity in bunching across demographic groups we initially

documented in Figure 5 and show further in Figure 24b can also be traced to differences in

search costs across occupations. Figures 25a and 25b show the distributions of taxable income

for women (bf = 10.5%) and men (bf = 3.26%). This difference in observed elasticities

could be driven either by preference heterogeneity or by differences in occupations across

men and women. To distinguish between these two channels, we use the semi-parametric

propensity score reweighting technique proposed by DiNardo et al. (1996) to control for

the differential distribution of occupations between men and women. In Figure 25c, we

reweight the sample of men to match the observed distribution of occupations for women,

effectively placing more weight on those men who work in female-dominated occupations.

This reweighting increases the excess mass observed among men to bf = 8.55%. This simple

occupational reweighting explains approximately 75% of the observed difference in excess mass

at the kink between men and women, suggesting that differences in occupational characteristics

drive most of the heterogeneity in tax responsiveness across men and women. Consistent

with this interpretation, we find that women work in occupations that have thicker labor

markets. On average, women work in occupation-regions that have 43,674 workers, whereas

the average occupation-region size for men is 29,091. This evidence shows that commonly

accepted intuitions about labor supply elasticities — such as higher elasticities for women —

may be driven by variation in frictions rather than fundamental heterogeneity in the structural

elasticities that determine long-run behavior.

Thus far, we have focused on variation in search costs across wage earners. The most

flexible group of workers in the economy are the self-employed, who face weaker hours con-

straints and do not need to search for a different job to change their earnings. Self employed

individuals also have the greatest flexibility to change reported incomes, either by transferring
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income across years to minimize tax burdens, or by under-reporting their taxable incomes.

Figure 26a shows the distribution of taxable income around the top tax cutoff for individuals

who report positive self-employment income. The estimated excess mass is bf = 150%, dwarf-

ing the estimated excess for wage earners by an order-of-magnitude. Figure 26b shows the

distribution of taxable income around the largest middle tax cutoff, where net of tax wages fall

by 10%, for self-employed individuals. Unlike in the case of wage earners, there is substantial

bunching at each of the smaller kinks in the tax schedule for the self-employed.

We suspect that most of the bunching among the self-employed is not driven by changes in

labor supply but rather by reporting effects and intertemporal substitution.30 Indeed, LeMaire

and Schjerning (2007) identify the same excess mass in the distribution of reported taxable

earnings for the self-employed but find no corresponding bunching in the distribution of profits

from the self-employment enterprise. Furthermore, Kleven et al. (2009) uncover substantial

tax evasion among the self-employed. More specifically for our purposes, they find that at

least 40% of all bunching at the top kink is driven by illegal tax evasion. Nevertheless, we

can conclude that both small and large tax variation induces substantial changes in behavior

on flexible margins (reporting or self-employed earnings), but only large tax changes induce

responses on margins that are harder to adjust (wage earnings).

5 Calibration

The model and evidence above suggests that observed elasticities are the result not only of the

structural elasticity parameter, as in the frictionless case, but also of individual adjustment

costs and the endogenous firm responses. Unfortunately, the model is only identified non-

parametrically for an infinitely large tax change with infinitessimal scope. This identification

at infinity argument relies on two pieces of intuition. First, if a tax change were infinitely

large, then all workers would respond. Individual bunching would reflect the full responsive

of preferences. Second, since the tax kink applies to very few people, firms would not alter

the equilibrium distribution of jobs at all, and so there would be no firm bunching.

Although the identification strategy described above is useful in guiding intuition, it cannot

be implement in practice with the finite tax changes we have in our data. We therefore pursue

30The Danish tax code allows the self-employed to shift some income across years legally.
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an alternative partial identification approach here. We show that the observed elasticities at

the middle and top kinks together place a lower bound on the structural elasticity if one

restricts attention to adjustment costs below some threshold. To understand the forces that

allow us to obtain such a bound, first consider the impact of the adjustment cost scale φ

and the structural elasticity on the observed amount of bunching. Figure 27a plots the

relationship between predicted bunching at the top kink (vertical axis) against the structural

elasticity parameter for three different values of φ (and holding γ fixed at 1.1). When φ = 0,

the amount of bunching is a linearly increasing function of the structural elasticity. As the

elasticity increases, the fraction of workers who optimally relocate to the kink is increasing in

the underlying elasticity. Once we introduce frictions, though, this relationship becomes an

inverted U-shape. As the structural elasticity increases, more workers still share the kink as

an optimal labor supply choice. But larger structural elasticities also imply that workers have

a less concave utility function, and so they suffer smaller losses as a result of deviations from

optimal labor supply. Chetty (2009a) uses a Taylor approximation to show that the utility

cost of setting labor supply at l instead of l∗ is approximately

u(l∗)− u(l) = −
1

2

1

ε
wl∗(∆ log l)2 (16)

which implies directly that ∂u(l∗)−u(l)
∂ε

< 0. As a result, fewer workers choose to reoptimize,

which decreases the observed amount of bunching. The first force, which increases the amount

of bunching, dominates for low elasticities, while the latter force drives the amount of bunching

back down at larger ones. Furthermore, as the scale of the adjustment costs increase, the

peak of the inverted U-shape decreases. In Figure 27a, for instance, we plot the inverted-U

relationship for φ = 10% and φ = 8% of consumption. The observed amount of bunching

begins to decrease at ε = 0.2 for the larger adjustment cost but not until ε = 0.25 for the

smaller adjustment cost.

Now consider fitting these predictions to the data. The horizontal dashed line at bf =

14.1% marks the observed level of bunching at the top kink. Each inverted U-shape in

Figure 27a crosses the observed bf = 14.1 twice, implying that two structural elasticities each

replicate bunching at the top kink: one very small structural elasticity and one much larger

value. We discuss the very different intuition between each of these “crossing values” now
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in turn. Intuitively, the small structural elasticity corresponds to a case in which workers

suffer large losses from suboptimal labor supply, as in equation 16, and thus most workers

pay to reoptimize. The small structural elasticity implies that relatively few workers share

an optimal point at the kink, however, and therefore the predicted amount of bunching is

small. This smaller implied elasticity cannot be consistent with our findings, however, since

the estimated elasticity will not vary with the size of the underlying tax change. This would

not produce the observed upward-sloping relationship between the estimated elasticity and

the size of the kink. To demonstrate this fact, Figure 27b plots these inverted-U relationships

for the φ = 8% case in Figure 27a but for both the middle and the top kink. The amounts of

bunching observed are once again marked with horizontal lines. In order to be consistent with

the data, the generated curves must each cross the lines representing the respective observed

elasticity at the same value of ε the two lower crossing values are quite different, while the

upper crossing value is identical

The intuition behind the larger structural elasticity consistent with observed bunching at

the top kink is very different. In this case many workers wish to relocate to the kink, but

their relatively elastic preferences make most of them unwilling to pay the adjustment cost to

do so. As one increases the scale of the adjustment costs, this larger implied elasticity shrinks

substantially, since more inelastic workers who suffer larger utility losses from suboptimal

labor supply become unwilling to pay to relocate. Counterintuitively, larger adjustment costs

therefore imply a smaller structural elasticity.

To place bounds on the structural elasticity consistent with our findings, we must now

quantitatively answer the question: how large must adjustment costs be to imply a structural

elasticity of a given size? We therefore calibrate our numerical model from Section 2.5 using

the observed bunching at kinkpoints and then estimate the value of the structural elasticity

parameter most consistent with the data. We use the distribution of income away from the

kinks to generate the underlying distribution of the taste parameter αi; therefore, our eventual

elasticity estimate uses only the moments that are bunching at kinkpoints for fit. We assume

the precision cost function is c (q) = 1 + q1+γ . This simple function form includes both a

fixed cost of search, as well as a increasing marginal cost to precision. We also scale φ as a

fraction of optimal consumption for each alpha-type so that we mechanically create neither

an increasing nor decreasing propensity to search as a worker’s taste for leisure increases.
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Therefore if φ = 0.1, then workers would face a cost of 10% of optimal consumption to begin

to search and then another 10% to search perfectly. We assume that the diffuse non-directed

search follows a normal distribution with standard deviation matching the year-on-year change

in income, which we calibrate from the data as DKr 40, 000. We solve for the equilibrium

hours offer distribution by iteration (a la Blackwell’s theorem) and then check that we have

found the unique equilibrium by starting the iteration from different points. To approximate

non-wage income in the data, we add a random draw from a normal distribution with SD

equal to DKr 5, 000 to each worker’s labor income. As in the empirical work, we estimate

the counterfactual polynomial as a seven-degree polynomial on the equilibrium distribution

within DKr 50, 000 on either side of the tax kink. We set the fraction of workers that share

each kink to ζ = 0.6, to match the data. This leaves three free parameters to estimate –

the structural elasticity ε and the elasticity of search costs γ, and the adjustment cost scale

parameter φ. Since we have only two moments from the data – the bunching fraction at the

top kink (bf = 14.1%) and at the middle kinks (bf = 1.2%) – we are not point-identified.

We therefore calculate the implied structural elasticity given a wide range of plausible value

of φ.

Figure 27c plots the implied structural elasticity ε (on the vertical axis) for each potential

value of the scale of adjustment costs φ (on the horizontal axis). Because of the declining cost of

suboptimal choices for higher elasticities discussed above, this relationship slopes downward.

Even for large adjustment costs, though, the implied elasticities fall no smaller than 0.3.

We consider φ = 10% of consumption as an upper bound on the adjustment cost. This

would imply that workers must pay 20% of consumption to select their optimal job perfectly.

This magnitude of adjustment costs would also imply that, on average, workers leave 8% of

consumption on the table by making sub-optimal labor supply choices in each year. This

upper bound on φ implies a lower bound of ε ≥ 0.28. Even at this bound, the estimated

elasticity is an order of magnitude larger than the observed elasticity of ε̂ = 0.029 at the top

kink.
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6 Conclusion

This paper has investigated the impacts of search costs and hours constraints in the labor

market on earnings responses to income taxes. A stylized model of frictions and labor supply

predicts that observed elasticities will be larger when (a) the tax change is larger, and (b) the

change affects incentives for a larger group of individuals. The model also predicts a strong

positive correlation between individual and firm responses reflecting the endogenous determi-

nation of firm wage-hours packages. Using administrative tax records for the population of

Denmark, we document evidence supporting each of these predictions. Large tax changes

at kink points in the tax schedule generate sharp bunching, whereas smaller kinks and tax

reforms generate virtually no response. The bunching response is driven by a combination of

workers selecting job offers that allow them to locate near the large kink given their deductions

and other income, and firms tailoring jobs to allow individuals with common tax incentives to

locate at the kink. The firms’ supply of jobs response is significantly greater in occupations

where a large mass of individuals have local incentives distorted by the kink, consistent with

the prediction that tax distortions that apply to a wide group of individuals generate greater

elasticities. Firm bunching and individual bunching covary across different subgroups of the

population, since worker preferences drive the variation across groups.

We conclude that failing to account for search frictions and institutional constraints can

lead to substantially attenuated estimates of the long-run impact of taxes on labor supply.

When we implement the widely applied method of Gruber and Saez (2009) for estimating

taxable income elasticities, we precisely estimate an effect of taxes near zero. Our analysis

demonstrates that examining the same data in a manner that takes frictions into account

uncovers earnings responses to income taxation that are an order of magnitude higher.

The empirical results suggest that income taxes could potentially have larger efficiency costs

than implied by previous elasticity estimates in the microeconometric literature. However,

additional theoretical work is necessary to characterize the welfare consequences of tax policies

in a model with frictions and endogenous hours constraints because workers are not at their

optimal hours choices. For example, tax policies could potentially have larger efficiency

costs than implied by the structural preference elasticity if they force inelastic high earners to

coordinate hours with more elastic lower earners. Another example concerns the prediction
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that it is optimal to levy higher tax rates on men than women because they are less elastic

(Boskin and Sheshinski 1983, Alesina et al. 2007, Kleven et al. 2009). If the difference in

observed elasticities is caused by heterogeneity in frictions rather than tastes, as the evidence

above suggests, taxes may distort the behavior of men as much as women in the long run. In

future work, it would be interesting to analyze the efficiency costs of taxes and optimal tax

policy by building on the simple model in Section 2.

Our results suggest that the policy-relevant elasticity parameter, in many settings, is much

larger than microeconometric estimates. Even the largest tax changes may not be sufficiently

large to overcome frictions, and our model implies that the true elasticity can only be recovered

non-parametrically in the limit as tax changes become infinitely large. An interesting direction

for further work would be to identify the true elasticity by imposing more structure on the

model. Furthermore, our lower bound of 0.28 on the elasticity parameter relies only on

adjustment that could occur in the short run but does not. Other channels of adjustment,

such as changes in the stocks of human or physical capital, take more time. Theoretically, these

effects could amplify or negate the responses we document, and so further work is required to

link our estimates to directly policy-relevant numbers.

Finally, our analysis serves as a caution in interpreting the empirical estimates obtained

from quasi-experimental studies in the modern applied microeconomics literature. Although

focusing on small experiments is extremely useful for identification of causal effects, the be-

havioral responses identified by such studies are particularly susceptible to attenuation by

frictions. Credibly identifying long-run responses in a manner that accounts for frictions

would be valuable not just in the context of labor supply but also in many other settings.
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Appendix A: Theoretical Derivations

Robustness of Proposition 1 to Non-Isoelastic Utility. Consider a model without adjustment

costs where the elasticity of labor supply depends arbitrarily on the net-of-tax rate so that

ε (wi (1− τ)) =
∂ lnh∗

∂ ln (w (1− τ))
> 0.

and therefore

lnh∗ (wi (1− τ)) =

∫ wi(1−τ)

0
ε (ln s)ds.

For ease of exposition, we suppress the individual taste heterogeneity in this section by set-

ting αi = 1 for all workers. Suppose then that there is a tax kink at earnings level K at

which the tax rate rises from τ to τ ′. Workers choose to bunch at this kink if and only if

wih
∗ (wi (1− τ)) ≥ K ≥ wih

∗ (wi (1− τ ′)) which will hold over a range [ŵ (τ) , ŵ (τ ′)].where

ŵ (τ) = w | wh∗ (w (1− τ)) = K is a weakly increasing function of τ . The amount of bunch-

ing at such a tax kink is B (τ, τ ′) =
∫ ŵ(τ ′)
ŵ(τ )

dF (wi). Therefore, for any tax rates τ1 < τ2 < τ3

a model without adjustment costs predicts the relationship

B (τ1, τ3) = B (τ1, τ2) +B (τ2, τ3)

so that the amount of bunching created from two smaller kinks is exactly equal to the bunching

created at one larger kink.

Suppose that we now consider the same three kinks in a model with adjustment costs.

From above, we know that the amount of bunching is now only B̂ = θB < B, where the

proportion of workers θ paying the adjustment cost to locate optimally is increasing in the size

of the tax kink. Therefore the adjustment costs model instead predicts

B̂ (τ1, τ3) > B̂ (τ1, τ2) + B̂ (τ2, τ3) .

Since the amount of bunching increases faster than proportionately with the size of the tax

kink, two smaller kinks should produce less bunching than one larger kink.
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Appendix B: Numerical Simulations and Calibration

The numerical model uses a discrete grid of alpha-types to approximate the population

of workers, as well as discrete grid of available hours that match the set of optimal hours

locations for these alpha-types. We choose the size of the tax kink so that {α, ᾱ} are both

among the alpha types. By varying the number of alpha-types in between these two endpoints,

we vary the size of the tax kink. Since the utility function produces a log-linear labor supply

function, the grid is evenly spaced in log-points, so that the distance between each of the 401

points is 1.005. We choose the distribution of alphas to match the distribution of earnings

in the Danish population away from the kink. We assume the precision cost function is

c (q) = 1 + q1+γ . This simple function form includes both a fixed cost of search, as well

as a marginal cost to precision. We also scale φ as a fraction of optimized utility for each

alpha-type so that we mechanically create neither an increasing nor decreasing propensity to

search as a worker’s taste for leisure increases. Therefore, if for instance φ = 0.1, then workers

would face a cost of 10% of optimal utility to begin to search and then another 10% to search

perfectly. We assume that the diffuse non-directed search follows a normal distribution with

standard deviation matching the year-on-year change in income, which we calibrate from the

data as DKr 40, 000. We solve for the equilibrium hours offer distribution by iteration (a la

Blackwell’s theorem), and then check that we have found the unique equilibrium by starting

the iteration from different points. To approximate non-wage income in the data, we add a

random draw from a normal distribution with SD equal to DKr 5, 000 to each worker’s labor

income. As in the empirical work, we estimate the counterfactual polynomial as a seven-

degree polynomial on the equilibrium distribution within DKr 50, 000 on either side of the tax

kink.

In Figure 2a, we use ε = 0.4, γ = 0.05, φi = 0.11 for all workers, and ζ = 1. We vary

the number of alpha-types bunching from 4 to 24 to generate the variation in the log change

in the net-of-tax rate from 3% to 30%. In Figure 2b, we use ε = 0.4, γ = 0.05, φi = 0.09

for all workers and ∆ log(ntr) = 15% (implying that 13 alpha-types find it optimal to bunch).

In Figure 2c, we use γ = 0.05, φi = 0.09 for all workers, ζ = 0.8, and ∆log (ntr) = 20%

(implying that 40ε + 1 alpha-types find it optimal to locate at the kink for each different

structural elasticity ε). We match the empirical distribution of income around the top kink in

the Danish data in each figure.
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FIGURE 1

Bunching at Kinks with Search Costs
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Notes: This figure illustrates the search problem faced by workers choosing labor supply. The two-bracket tax system creates the

kinked budget set shown in red. The worker’s indifference curves in c,h space are illustrated by the blue curves. This worker’s

optimal labor supply is to set h∗ at the tax bracket cutoff. The lower indifference curve shows the optimal utility minus the search

cost φ. At any point between the two indifference curves—that is, any labor supply between h and h— the worker will not pay φ to

reoptimize. As the tax change at the bracket cutoff increases in magnitude (shown by the green budget line), the kink in the budget

set becomes sharper, and the inaction region shrinks.



FIGURE 2
Three Testable Predictions: Numerical Simulations
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Notes: These figures present numerical simulations of elasticities estimated from the amount of bunching at kinks in the general

model. Panel A shows the relationship between the estimated elasticity and the change in the net-of-tax rate at the kink. Panel B

shows the relationship between the estimated elasticity and the scope of the tax change, defined as the fraction of the population

affected by the kink. Panel C demonstrates how individual bunching and firm bunching covary as the structural elasticity increases.

See Appendix B for the parameter values and functional form assumptions used to draw these figures.



FIGURE 3
The Danish Income Tax System
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(b) Movement in Top Tax Cutoff Across Years
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Notes: Panel (a) plots the marginal tax rate in 1995 for Danish earners by income level, including the state tax, region tax, and

average municipal tax. Panel (b) plots the statutory earnings level above which earners must pay the top bracket state tax. The blue

diamond dot series, plotted on the right y-axis, shows the nominal earnings level; the red square dot series, plotted on the left y-axis,

shows the level in real 2000 DKr. Panel (c) plots the distribution of responses from 3,299 participants in a pension organization

internet survey who were asked at which income levels the top tax bracket and middle tax bracket begin in the 2008 Danish tax

code. The fraction of responses for the top tax (solid line) and middle tax (dashed line) cutoffs are shown in DKr 30,000 wide bins

centered on the true interval, so that the mode of each distribution represents the fraction of people who knew within DKr 15,000 the
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FIGURE 4
Income Distribution around Top Tax Cutoff for Wage Earners
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Notes: This figure shows the taxable income distribution around the top tax bracket cutoff. The series with dots plots a histogram of

taxable income (in this case, the top tax base) for wage earners between 1994-2001, relative to the level above which earners must

pay the top tax in each year. Each point shows the number of observations in the dataset in a DKr 1,000 bin. The solid line beneath

the empirical distribution is a seventh-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution excluding the datapoints DKr 7,000 or

fewer from the cutoff. The shaded region between the two lines is our measurement of the excess mass at the top bracket cutoff,

which is 5.97% of the area within the same domain on the x-axis beneath the counterfactual distribution. The standard error for the

excess mass is obtained from the standard errors on the regression coefficient estimates based on the tightness of fit of the

polynomial.



FIGURE 5
Heterogeneity in Bunching at the Top Tax Cutoff

(a) Married Women
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(b) Single Men
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(d) Married Women with High Experience – Professionals
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(c) Married Women with High (Above Median) Experience
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Notes: These four figures plot the empirical distributions of taxable income, as well as the counterfactual distributions and excess

masses, for wage earners between 1994-2001 who are (a) Married Women, (b) Single Men, (c) Married Women with Experience

Greater than 18 Years, and (d) Married Women with Experience Greater than 18 Years who have Danish ISCO code in the 2000s

(professionals). For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 6
Income Distributions for Married Women 1994-2001

(a) Married Women, 1994
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(b) Married Women, 1995
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(c) Married Women, 1996
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(d) Married Women, 1997
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(e) Married Women, 1998
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(f) Married Women, 1999
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(g) Married Women, 2000
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(h) Married Women, 2001
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Notes: These figures plot the empirical distribution of taxable income, as well as the counterfactual distributions and excess masses,

for married female wage earners in each year from 1994-2001. The solid vertical lines mark the top tax bracket cutoff, in nominal

DKr, in each year. For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 7
Distinguishing Changes in the Kink from Inflation and Wage Growth

(a) Married Women, 1997
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(b) Married Women, 2001

Notes: Panel (a) replicates the income distribution in Figure 6d, zooming in around the top tax bracket. The location of the bracket

cutoff in 1997 is marked with the dashed line. The solid grey line shows the level of the 1994 top bracket cutoff adjusted for

inflation; the solid blue line shows the 1994 bracket adjusted for average wage growth (right-most solid line). Panel (b) replicates

(a) for the year 2001; the solid vertical lines reflect the 1997 bracket cutoff adjusted for inflation and average wage growth.



FIGURE 8
Tests for Income Shifting

(a) Married Women: Wage Earnings
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(b) Married Women: Taxable Income plus Pensions
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Notes: These figures plot the empirical distribution of (a) wage earnings and (b) taxable income plus contributions to both

employer-run and private pension plans, as well as the counterfactual distributions and excess masses for wage earners who are

married women between 1994-2001. For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 9
Bunching at Smaller Kinks
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(a) Married Women at the Middle Tax: 6% Cutoff
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(b) Married Women at the Middle Tax: 8% Cutoff
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(c) Married Women at the Middle Tax: 10% Cutoff
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Notes: These three figures plot the empirical distribution of taxable income around (a) the lower middle tax bracket cutoff in

1994-1995, (b) the upper middle tax bracket cutoff in 1994-1995, and (c) the middle tax bracket cutoff in years 1996-2001, as well

as the counterfactual distributions and excess masses, for married female wage earners. The figures additionally include a

distribution showing the amount of bunching predicted if the elasticity were the same as that measured at the top bracket cutoff

( = 0.05). For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 10
Observed Earnings Responses to Small Tax Reforms
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Notes: This figure plots the reduced-form relationship between simulated changes in net-of-tax wages and changes in wage earnings

for female wage earners. We first regress Δlog1 − MTRit
sim

 on a 10-piece wage earnings spline, a 10-piece spline in total personal

income, and year, age, occupation, and region fixed effects. We then calculate residuals from this regression. Similarly, we regress

Δlogy it on the same set of variables and compute residuals. Finally, we bin the residual changes in simulated net-of-tax rates into

0.1% intervals. The figure plots the mean residual change in wage earnings in each bin. The red solid line shows the estimated

relationship between the residuals, and the grey shaded region shows the 95% confidence interval for this fitted line.



FIGURE 11
Observed Elasticities vs. Size of Tax Changes
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Notes: This figure plots observed elasticities for married women against the percent change in the net-of-tax rate from the tax

reforms, the three middle tax bracket cutoffs, and the top tax bracket cutoff. These data points correspond to the elasticity estimate in

Column 3 of Table 2 and the excess masses in Figures 9a-9c and Figure 5a, respectively.



FIGURE 12
Bunching for Individuals who Switch Between Top and Middle Kinks
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(a) Bunching at 10% Middle Tax Bracket Cutoff
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(b) Bunching at Top Tax Bracket Cutoff Two Years Earlier
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Notes: In these two figures, we identify a group of married women who earned within DKr 25,000 of the top tax bracket cutoff in

one year and within DKr 25,000 of the middle tax bracket cutoff two years later. For this group, these two figures plot the empirical

distribution of (a) taxable income in the earlier year and (b) income taxable above the middle tax bracket cutoff in the later year, as

well as the counterfactual distributions and excess masses, for wage earners who are married women in each year from 1994-2001.

For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 13
Distribution of Adjustments in 1995
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Notes: This figure plots a histogram of individual’s deductions minus non-wage income in the top tax base in 1995.



FIGURE 14
Teachers’ Taxable Income and Wage Income Distributions

(a) Teachers Taxable Income Distribution
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(b) Teachers Wage Income Distribution
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Notes: These two figures plot the empirical distribution of (a) taxable income and (b) wage earnings relative to the statutory level of

the top bracket cutoff for elementary school teachers (Danish ISCO 2331).



FIGURE 15
Teachers Wage Income Distributions in 1995, 1998, and 2001

(a) Teachers Wage Income: 1995
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(b) Teachers Wage Income: 1998
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(c) Teachers Wage Income: 2001
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Notes: These three figures plot the empirical distribution of nominal wage earnings for elementary school teachers (Danish ISCO

2331) in (a) 1995, (b) 1998, and (c) 2001. The vertical lines in each figure mark the statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff.



FIGURE 16
Wage Earnings Distribution: Teachers with Adjustments < -20,000
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Notes: This figure plots the empirical distribution of wage earnings relative to the statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff for

wage earners between 1994 and 2001who are elementary school teachers, that is Danish ISCO 2331, and have non-wage earnings

minus deductions equal to or less than DKr -20,000.



FIGURE 17
Teachers’ Taxable Income Distributions: Effect of Adjustments
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Notes: This figure plots the empirical distribution of taxable income relative to the statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff for

wage earners who are elementary school teachers, that is Danish ISCO 2331, within 1994-2001, for (dashed) those with total

adjustments with DKr 5,000 of zero and (solid) those with total adjustments less than DKr -20,000.



FIGURE 18
Dynamics of Teachers’ Earnings Around the Top Tax Bracket
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Notes: For each level of income relative to the top tax bracket cutoff in some year 0, on the x-axis, this figure plots the probability

that wage earnings growth over two years is within DKr 7,000 of the two-year growth of the statutory level of the top tax bracket

cutoff for wage earners who are elementary school teachers, that is Danish ISCO 2331, and have non-wage earnings minus

deductions equal to or less than DKr -20,000 within 1994-2001.



FIGURE 19
Wage Earnings Distributions for Selected Occupations and Years

Electricians (3114), 2000
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(c) Nurses and Midwifes, 2001
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(d) Tellers and Clerks, 1998
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(a) Electricians, 2000

Notes: These four figures plot the empirical distributions of taxable income within DKr 1,000 bins relative to the top tax bracket

cutoff for (a) electricians (Danish ISCO 3114) in 2000, (b) salesmen (ISCO 3419) in 1996, (c) nurses and midwives (ISCO 2230) in

2001, and (d) tellers and clerks (ISCO 4212) in 1998. The mode of each distribution is circled.



FIGURE 20
Distribution of Modes in Occupation Wage Earnings Distributions
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Notes: To construct this figure, we first take each Danish ISCO occupation in each year that has more than 5,000 wage earners, and

calculate the mode of each distribution (as in Figure 19). This figure plots a histogram of these peaks relative to the statutory level of

the top tax bracket cutoff (with DKr 5,000 bins).



FIGURE 21
Effect of Occupation Modes on Wage Earnings Distributions around Top Tax Cutoff
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(a) Occupation Mode < DKr 20,000 from Top Tax Cutoff
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(b) Occupation Mode > DKr 20,000 from Top Tax Cutoff
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(c) Occupation Mode < DKr 20,000 from Top Tax Cutoff with Adjustments > 7,000
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Notes: In these three figures, we plot the empirical distribution of wage earnings for those workers in occupations (Danish ISCO

codes) in which (a) the occupation mode is within DKr 20,000 of the statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff, (b) the occupation

mode is more than DKr 20,000 from the statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff and (c) those in Figure (a) who also have total

adjustments less than DKr 7,000 in absolute value. The figures also show the counterfactual distributions and excess masses. The

sample is wage earners who are married women in each year from 1994-2001. For the methodology for calculating the

counterfactual distributions, see the notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 22
Dynamics of Earnings Around the Top Tax Bracket
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Notes: This figure takes the three groups identified in Figures 21a-21c and plots, for each DKr 1,000 bin of taxable income in year

0, the probability that workers have two year wage earning growth within DKr 7,000 of the growth in the statutory level of the tax

bracket cutoff over those two years.



FIGURE 23
Individual Bunching in Wage Earnings
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(b) Earnings Distribution for Wage Earners with Deductions > 20,000
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(c) Wage Earnings Distribution for Workers with Abs(Deductions) < 10,000
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Notes: These figures plot (a) the distribution of adjustments to wage earnings for married women in 1994-2001, conditional on those

adjustments being greater than DKr 10,000 and (b) the empirical distribution of wage earnings relative to the top tax bracket cutoff

for married women in 1994-2001, along with the counterfactual distribution and excess mass. In Figure 23b, the counterfactual

polynomial and excess mass apply not to the statutory level of the tax bracket cutoff. Instead, we estimate the excess mass around

that level of wage earnings that would place a worker with deductions equal to the pension cap (an average of DKr 33,000) at the

statutory level of the top tax bracket cutoff. In Figure 23c, we repeat the exercise in Figure 23b except for workers with less than

DKr 10,000 in net deductions or non-wage income. For the methodology for calculating the counterfactual distributions, see the

notes to Figure 4.



FIGURE 24
Correlation Between Individual and Firm Bunching
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(a) Individual and Firm Bunching by Occupation
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(b) Individual and Firm Bunching by Demographic Groups
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Notes: These figures plot the amount of firm bunching vs. the amount of individual bunching for a variety of subgroups in the

population. Individual bunching is the excess mass at the pension kink, as in Figure 23b. Firm bunching is excess mass at the top

kink for those individuals with large deductions or non-wage income, as in Figure 16 (but here for all workers, not just teachers).



FIGURE 25
Male vs. Female Wage Earners: Effects of Occupational Heterogeneity

(a) All Female Wage Earners
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(b) All Male Wage Earners
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(c) All Male Wage Earners: DFL Reweighted to Match Women on Occupation
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Notes: These figures plot the empirical distributions of taxable income in DKr 1,000 bins relative to the statutory level of the top tax

bracket cutoff for 1994-2001 for (a) female wage earners and (b) male wage earners. Panel C replicates B, reweighting the

observations to match the occupational distribution of those in Panel A. Following DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996), we

reweight an observation in occupation i by
pi

1−pi
, where p i is the probability that a wage earner in occupation i is female.



FIGURE 26
Taxable Income Distributions for Individuals with Self-Employment Income

(a) Distribution around Top Tax Cutoff
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(b) Distribution around 10% Middle Tax Cutoff
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Notes: This figure plots the empirical distribution of taxable income from 1994-2001 around the top tax cutoff (Panel A) and 10%

middle tax cutoff (Panel B) for individuals who report positive self-employment income on their tax returns.



FIGURE 27
Calibration of Model and Bound on Structural Elasticity

(a) Bunching and the Structural Elasticity, by Level of Adjustment Cost
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(b) Bunching and the Structural Elasticity, by Size of Kink
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(c) Adjustment Costs and Estimated Elasticities
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Notes: This figure shows how we calibrate the model to match the empirically observed amount of bunching at the top and middle

kinks. Panel A plots the simulated relationship between the structural elasticity  and the amount of bunching at the top kink for

three values of the adjustment cost: φ = 0%, φ = 8%, and φ = 10%. The horizontal dashed line in this figure shows the empirically

observed amount of bunching at the top kink. Panel B plots the amount of bunching at the top and middle kinks vs.  for the

φ = 8% case. The horizontal lines show the amount of bunching at the two kinks; the figure illustrates that  = 0.4 fits the data

when φ = 8%. Panel C shows the value of  that fits the data for each value of φ. The vertical line shows our upper bound on φ of

10%, which implies a lower bound on  of 0.29. See Appendix B for parameteric assumptions and simulation methodology

underlying these figures.



Population Wage Earners Self-employed

(1) (2) (3)

Age 41.01 38.16 47.39
Number of children 0-17 years in household 0.61 0.69 0.69
Labor market experience (years) 14.84 17.10 9.93
White collar indicator 23.25% 36.39% 0.00%
Post-compulsory Schooling 60.95% 68.63% 63.84%
Higher education 18.36% 22.50% 16.57%
Married 47.87% 49.00% 67.97%
Female 49.43% 47.28% 29.44%

Taxable Income 185,749 221,227 184,740
Wage Earnings 144,526 211,037 21,379
Adjustments 41,224 10,191 163,361
Capital Income -12,916 -17,346 -8,503

Pays the top tax (2000) 20.50% 27.06% 25.67%
Pays the middle tax (2000) 52.23% 68.89% 44.53%

Number of observations (1994-2001) 30,176,237 19,383,681 1,721,415

Summary Statistics for the Danish Population and Estimation Samples, 1994-2001
Table I

NOTE--Table entries are means unless otherwise noted. Column 1 is based on the full population of Denmark from
1994-2001. Column 2 includes all wage earners (who report zero self-employment income on their tax returns),
which is the primary estimation sample. Column 3 includes only individuals who report positive self-employment
income. All monetary values are in real 2000 Danish Kroner. In the terminology of the Danish tax register, what we
term "taxable income" is the top tax base equal to the sum of wage earnings and net positive capital income above a
floor minus deductions; what we label "wage earnings" is labor income net of the gross tax. Finally, we use
"adjustments" to refer to the sum of non-labor, non-capital income (e.g. self-employment income) minus deductions
such as pension contributions.



Dependent Variable: Percent Change in Labor Income

Subgroup: All Female Married Married Fem. Female
Wage Earners Females Professionals Teachers

w/ High Exp.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

% change in net-of-tax -0.014 0.002 0.006 0.009 -0.024
   rate ( log (1-t)) (0.008) (0.006) (0.010) (0.033) (0.031)

Labor income spline x x x x x

Total income spline x x x x

Year fixed effects x x x x x

Age fixed effects x x x x x

Region fixed effects x x x x

Occupation fixed effects x x x x

Observations 6,281,767 6,286,833 3,203,742 212,815 253,283

TABLE 2
Observed Elasticity Estimates using Small Tax Reforms

Notes: Standard errors clustered by id reported in parentheses. Dependent variable in all specifications is two-
year growth rate in labor income. Independent variable is two-year growth rate in net-of-tax rate,
instrumented using two-year growth rate in simulated net-of-tax rate based on base-year variables.
Estimates can be interpreted as observed wage earnings elasticities from tax reforms.
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